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Technicality unseats BSU reps

A SHOW OF DISSENT-Over 300 students mostly
Greek, packed themselves into last night's Student Council meeting to exoress disapproval over

the seating of two Negro representatives.
(Photo by Larry Nighswander)

By BRUCE LARRICK
And RICH BERGEMAN
Editorial Editors
Two Negro students seated on Student Council last week were unseated last night because of a legal technicality, as over 300 students,
mostly Greeks, attended the meeting to express their displeasure
at Council's actions last week.
The Negroes were unseated when vice president Lee McClelland
objected to the minutes of last week's meeting on the basis that the
resolution seating the Negroes was passed during member's and constituents' time, making it null and void. Council may only pass legislation when It is dealing with old business or new business.
The section In the minutes describing the passing of the resolution was deleted with no objection by the membership leaving no
record of last week's action.
An amendment to reseat the Negroes was submitted under new business by Tom Shelley, sergeant-at-arms, and received its first reading.
The amendment procedure Council follows is a first meeting it is
introduced, a second reading and a vote at the next meeting, and a third
reading and another vote at the meeting after that. To pass, an amendment must receive a two-thirds majority at the first vote, and a threefourths majority at the final vote.
By going through the normal constitutional amendment procedure.
Council Is trying to correct what Treasurer Ted Arneault admitted
was a mistake it made last week in seating the Negroes without following the normal amendment procedure.
Inter-Fraternity Council President Tom Temple presented the most
controversial objection of the whole Idea of seating two Negroes on
Council.
Temple gave the reading of an amendment asking for the seating
of two representatives from Phi Delta Theta Fraternity. The amendment was one of eight that Temple had drawn up, all concerning the
seating of two representatives from a fraternity.
Confusion reigned for over 15 minutes after the reading In which
several members of Council attempted to ascertain the legality of
the presentation. The technicalities were eventually worked out after
Temple rewrote certain points on
the hill.
"If one specific Interest group
can be put on Council, then I
think that any other one can,"
said Temple. "If the Negro representatives are withdrawn, then
I will withdraw these resolutions."
Council Parliamentarian, Jim
Baker, appeared visibly upset over
the proceedings. "What a sick University we have when the racial
issue is treated like this. In other
universities the students handle
this thing like adults."
Vol. 53, No. 70
After the meeting Temple said
his actions were on a legalistic
basis and he was sure his constituents had nothing against black
students themselves.
Jim Brown and Arye Butler, the
two unseated Negro representatives, had no comment to make after the meeting was adjourned.
The main objections to the seatproposal to the Board on a 24-hour,
7-days-a-week basis, but It was ing of the Negro students brought
up by constituents were:
changed by the president.
—The methods used to seat the
He added that Duane Miller,
president of the Student Associa- Negroes was Illegal, and the Black
tion, is now pushing for a new Student Union should go through alresolution extending the hours past ready established legal channels,
such as elections.
11 p.m.
--Council has been trying to elIt Is Harper's contention that
Bowling Green will never have any iminate special Interest groups
type of 24-hour open visitation (IFC, MIRHC, AWS, Panhel) from
membership, and the seating of
(Continued on page 4)
representatives of the BSU is contrary to this aim.
Other constituents expressed
disapproval of having the Negroes
removed without any objections
from Council members.
Ed Brown, a sophomore In the
1
College of Liberal Arts, called the
procedure of having the resolution
deleted from the minutes "legal
gymnastics."
Commuter representative Al
Baldwin said, "These apologetics
we're indulging in tonight are uni
necessary and hypocritical," reE
3
ferring to attempts by Council
«/»
members to explain last week's
action.
z
I
In other Council action, two
IB
1
bills were passed and one was
i
a
tabled. Passed were a resolution
E
1
•
establishing a Student Council
l
newsletter to be distributed once
111
a week and a resolution estabZ
lishing a public defender's office
at the University to assist stuPike
B
dents with any legal problems
3■
they might have.
1
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Liberalized visitation proposed

Trustees to review rules
By RICH BERGEMAN
Assistant Editorial Editor
A proposal to amend the present
rules governing open house In the
dormitories will be presented to
the Board of Trustees at their
March 7 meeting by Vice President
of Student Affairs Dr. James G.
Bond.
Dr. Bond says he has received
certain proposals and public opinion surveys from the residence
halls suggesting alternatives to the
present system. He added that his
office Is going to compile thern Into
a resolution "If at all possible."
At the same time, J. Harper,
Anderson Hall representative to
Student Council, will be submitting
his own proposal. His resolution
will provide for closed doors, supervisors on every floor, and signin sheets, leaving the question of
lights up to the individual. He Is
asking for open visitation every
weekend until 2 p.m.
"My resolution Is being drafted
purely from experience at other
schools and from what I thought
was needed here," he said.
Harper has little hope of its passage over Dr. Bond's proposal,
however.
Although Dr. Bond's
resolution has not yet been drawn
up, Harper Is convinced that It
will be stricter than his model.
Student Council President Nick
Llcate said the Student Council
would probably endorse Harper's
resolution rather than submit one
of Its own. Llcate Is basically
opposed to the Idea of having to
go through the Board of Trustees
at all. "If an>body should decide
on policy, It should be the Individual dorms themselves," he
stated.
Llcate has long been pushing his
Idea of complete dorm autonomy.
"I have gone Into residence halls
many times and told the residents
that If they wanted complete open
visitation, Student Council would
support them," he said. "The
students have to take the Initiative
and do It themselves."
Dr. Bond, however, disagrees.
He said that autonomy must be
limited because all the dormitories
must be consistent with the Uni-

versity's policies.
"There really can be no dorm
autonomy because the residence
halls have to exist under the University rules and regulations," he
said.
In Llcate's opinion the Board of
Trustees would be too slow In coming around, and because the Board
doesn't know what the student wants
and needs, It shouldn't dictate.
Just recently Western Michigan

University's Board of Trustees
granted open visitation to the
school; opening dormitories, both
men's and women's, from 3 p.m.
to 11 p.m. on three days a week.
Greg Johnson, lay-out editor of
the Western Herald, said the students like the idea but that "they're
not too happy with the hours. We
wanted more leniency."
Johnson
said that Western's Student Association originally introduced the

Precinct changes may help 'dryup'
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FORMER BOUNDARIES-The old system had the
University in a precinct running all the way to
Main St. To "Dry thecampus" boith precincts 1A
and IB would have had to vote dry

By PAUL COLLINS
Staff Writer
Boundary line changes in voting
precincts would make it easier
for anyone wishing to "dry up"
the campus.
The Wood County Board of Elections realigned the precinct boun-
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PRESENT BOUNDARIES- Under the new system
precinct 1A, which contains virtually all of Ward
l's liquor-permit establishments, could be left
"wet," while precincts IB and 1C voted dry.

darles in Bowling Green's Ward
1 "to equalize the number of voters" In accordance with the Ohio
Revised Code.
Under the old precinct boundaries, a local-option vote to "dry
up" (requiring two precincts' approval) would have Included all of
the lucrative Main Street area from

Wooster Street to E. Merry Avenue.
The newly-drawn boundaries,
changed after twenty years, would
permit voters In precincts IB and
1C to "go dry," taking the campus with them, but without affecting the block between Main and N.
Prospect Streets.

Tabled because of lack of Information was a resolution stating
support of 34 Negro students at
Ohio State University who occupied
the OSU administration building
last April.
The students are facing a maximum of 50 years In Jail If they
are convicted for their actions.
The bill would allow the Black
Student Union and the New Democratic Coalition to use the facilities of the studnet government
In a fund-raising campaign for
the defense of the students.
The fund-raising campaign
throughout the state Is being directed by the Columbus Peace Action Council and a group of pro-
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editorial
Drying up the campus
Wood County has redruwn the boundaries of voting precincts in
the University area. This redrawing of the voting precincts will
make it much ensier for the city to have a local option vote that
would "dry up" the campus.
Even
though the Wood County Board of Elections claims that
this redistricting has nothing to do with the recent decision by
the board of Trustees to allow 3.2 beer on campus, we think the
redistricting is more than just a coincidence.
The voting precincts in Wood County have not been redrawn in
20 years, but only three weeks after the trustees' decision was
announced, they were redrawn.
Another interesting facet of this redistricting is that the new
precinct 1A is a narrow strip along main street where .all of the
downtown bars are located. This will enable the voters in precincts IB und 1C to vote to go "dry" without hurming the establishments downtown.
Before the redistricting, any vote to "dry up" the campus would
also have included the downtown area.
All of this was done rather quietly, and it is obviously an altcupt to prevent the University from serving 3.2 beer on campus.
The bars downtown have a vested interest in maintaining the status quo, because their businesses are among the most lucrative in
the city.
The residents of Wood County should realize that the prejudicial attitudes they have about any innovations that arc implemented at the University are totally uncalled for.
The fact is that the students provide a fantastic amount of income for the city of (iownlig Green, and the people of Wood County are in reality biting the hand that feeds them.

Majority
By GEORGE MACDONALD
Student Columnist
"There's never going to be any
trouble at Bowling Green." With
this assurance, placid middle class
parents send their placid middle
class kids off to college where
they're never heard from again.
Oh sure, some of them are heard
from—the nuts on the left and the
nuts on the right. But what about
the great majority of BG students?
Nothing. They hide meekly for
four years and come out when It's
time to get their diplomas.
Sure they've got gripes. There
are a number of things wrong
with this university, but only the
radical left, In their own ridiculous way, has attempted to correct them. Most students Immediately reject their solutions,
then sll back and say, "There's
nothing you can do unless you want
to Ret Involved with SDS."
It's about time that the moderate
majority woke up from their
apathy.
There are things that
can be done without Joining SDS,
although SDS might be Involved
too. CASE Is an excellent example. By applying pressure on the
governor, they forced him to scrap
most of his "Solutions for the
Seventies". Another to combat
landlords who gouge student tenants. It hasn't done too much yet,
but If enough commuters get be-

letters to the editor
Relevont Council
The Black Student Union's assault on Student CounclllastThursday was the only meaningful way
this group could attack the University, a racist institution that
has until now, been successful
In thwarting all attempts of black
students to assert their rights
as members of the University
community.
Under the circumstances, If Student Council had acted in any other
way then to accept the black representatives they would have been
guilty of perpetuating this blatant
lack of respect to the black students.
Those who disagree with the
right of the black students to be
represented, or who now demand
that their own group get similar
representation, are only advertising their own racism, and fear
of the black population. It Is a
shame that those people who sat
back and Ignored Student Council

in the past have begun to speak
only after they realize that Student Council is finally becoming
relevant to the entire University
community.
Charles Peterson
120 Georgia Ave.

Segregation
A minority group that is being
segregated against should work to
correct these faults In society.
In the eyes of the law all racial
groups are equal in the United
States. For a majority group to
segregate against a minority group
is an Injustice, not only in the eyes
of the law but in the eyes of the
unbiased.
Equally wrong is for a minority group to segregate against
a majority group, one wouldn't
think a race which has fought so
diligently to destroy segregation
against themselves would now turn
to segregate against other races.
But Isn't this exactly what is
going on?
Segregation Is the separation of
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races, and when black students
ask for a special place for social
gathering that "offers them the
type of atmosphere they want,"
then they are asking for a separation of the races.
This Is a clear-cut case of segregation, and If minority groups
should fight segregation so should
majority groups.
Randy Hayes
332 Rodgers

Poor policios
In regard to the open house
policy, I thlnkthe University has
Its opinions and rules laid down
by tne administration without
really taking the opinions of the
students Into consideration. Dr.
Bond has delayed action on a new
university policy, and little is
really being done to change the
present one to a more universally accepted one.
The present policy Is generally a poor and unreasonable one.
If the university wishes to keep
some of Its students on campus,
they should comply to the student's demands, and respect their
opinions In making the rules and
regulations of the dormitories.
Petitions and queslonnalres
should be viewed as representative
of the students opinions. The student should have the opportunity
to create the actual administrative rules of the' dormitories and
not to speak lrr front of a powerless student council.
Stephen Shatynski
414 Bromfleld

The News welcomes letters to the editor. Letters
should be typewritten and
signed by the author end
carry his typewritten name,
address and phone number.
As many letters as possible will be published within the limits of space, good
taste and laws of libel. The
News reserves the right to
edit letters more than 300
words in lenfth.

involvement needed
hind it, it should succeed.
These are examples of sound,
constructive action which are supported by a broad base of students, not Just radicals. Of course,
these Issues hit the student where
It counts, In his wallet, which
Is probably the reason for the
acceptance of these two groups.
On the other hand, very little
has been done about the problems
of registration. The registration
procedure for winter quarter was
a mess. A few faint cries went
up In protest. And a few faint
corrections were made. Registration for spring quarter was
slightly better than for winter
quarter, but there were still long
lines, closed courses, and most of
the other roblems which confront
students during registration.
Nothing effective has been done
so far to overhaul the system,
and most likely, nothing will be

done, because most students Just
don't want to get Involved.
Another big mess was created
over certain unfair practices of
the Association of Women Students.
Other than the extreme and impractical Idea that It be abolished
altogether, no solution was offered.
As a result, AWS has only slightly
modfled its policies and continues
on its high-handed ways governing
BG women.
There are many other complaints students have about
courses, profs, student council,
and some of the archaic rules of
this University, but so far only
a few extremists have shown any
Interest In correcting these problems. Until the day that a majority of students decide to get
Involved In their education and to
correct BG's faults, Bowling Green
will continue to be a second class
university.

Ml&fe
Spring column
By LYLE GREENFIELD
Student Columnist
This, budding reader, is your humble servant's "Spring Column."
Yes, damit, and I wish I could help myself, even If for no other reason that pure and simple professionalism, but I can't...damit. The
thing Is breaking through my head like that first crocus buld saying
to the crusty old dirt above, "Let me out, man. I mean, Let me
Out." And that crusty old dirt saying, "No , baby.
No! Uh, ugh.
no! no. Uuh...ahhh." Flowers will flower.
Ah, Spring! Time for all of us (as a 23 Inch tall kid hits me In the
head with a snowball) , black, white, burgandy, Roman Catholic, Jew,
Protestant, boyscout and toy manufacturer, yes, ALL of US, to Join
hands, to embrace and shout In magiflcant symphonic unison to the
lazy Empire State Building: "Lawnmower!" Oh what a supreme
orgastlc moment, that first spring day when millions upon millions
of us will be dancing the proverbial snake dance ritual through and
about the Big City. Dancing gaily In the United Nations Plaza, singing,
"Oooglaa, ooglaa, mumphee mumphee poop," and the entire world
Joining In! And down Madison Avenue chanting "Plywood zippers!"
And winding through the ghettos yelling, "Pocket Photo! Pocket
Photo!" and curing 83 social Ills In a wake of felicity.
Oh! Good news! Good news! Pardon the interruption, but Splro
Agnu's (would someone please check that spelling for me?)helicopter
operator has Just Informed me that everything looks Just beautiful
from up there in the clouds! God's celestial delight! Ann, dear me...
I have all of a sudden recalled a nasty expression which I heard from
an obscure friend, and, with the editor's kind permission, It shall
here and now be gotten out of my mind and onto this page: "You can
pick your friends and you can pick your nose—but you can't wipe your
friends on your trousers."
Selective reader, slap me on the back of my hand with a 12 inch
ruler. I am truly sorry. But Imagine for yourself the even more
Ill-conceived variations of that expression. See! You have Imagined
them! and I now reprimand you, for this Is Spring and a time for
getting beyond the cerebral gutter. And yet, I can assure you that you
may quote word for dripping word, that same wee witticism to your
own mother, and I say to you that If those are the worst, the least
politic words you speak during the course of the day, you are either
less articulate than I give you credit for or, you are a good person.
Think about that. No wait...don't think about that. Ah, but you are,
because I have told you not to. Naughty. I'll go further: If you honestly believe In the crux of that expression, you have the beginnings
of goodness. You are at least a pre-natal humanist.
And the millions upon millions of floral people, holding hands,
laughing, chanting, kicking up their heels, slithering and winding their
way to Gotion Junction, Ohio to help make pizzas for opening day trout
fishermen and Bob Dylan, singing while they bake:
Oh build me some crayons
That'll flU In the lands
Which are numbered for our simple play
Where people are purple
And birds sing "chirp" 11, chlrp'U"
With new colors for each brand new day.
"Gracious! But we must not exclude our dear neighbors to the north
from out exuberance in this the season of New Life. Share!" The
g-eat vibrant snake of giggling American humanity twisting its way
to North Bay, Ontario, where the majestic Voice of the multitude
rises high and hearty: "God! Mother! Great Shakes!" whereupon
thousands and thousands of French Candadians, British Canadians and
39 OJlbwa reply In a gay thunderous roar, "Turkey sneaker! Turkey
saeaker!" and kiss their southerly brethern. Oh fraternal magic!
Oh organic electric blanket! thank you lord The mounting magnlfl
cance as those millions, holding hands, bubiing, begins swimming
across the Atlantic, holding hands, to extend the hearty "Welcome
Spring" greeting to the many and many European friends and the many,
friends (being held up for at least 30 years at the Passport Bureau,
but doing anyway), hundreds of miles of people In a line of love, all
doing the backstroke, hollering "Soap dish nails!" Singing. Caressing.
Splashing. Eating strawberry Jammy sandwiches. Laughing madly,
at the request of their c noose n father, as the hurricane drowns them all
to the bottom of the see.
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40-hour week for facu/fy?
COLUMBUS—A bill that would require teachers at state universities to spend at least 15 hours a week In student class contact
was introduced into the Ohio House today prior to the weekend recess.
The bill requires that all contracts of employment for faculty members specify a 40-hour work week.
Many college professors who have been in the spotlight concerning
student disorders were discovered to have spent little time in the classroom, a source said.
Many professors, he said, devoted their time to research and other
areas while student assistants handle their classroom work.
Under the proposal, faculty contracts would be up for renewal annually.

Agnew talks of dissent
WASHINGTON—Vice President Splro T. Agnew said yesterday the
federal government will not permit campus demonstrations to interfere
with the rights of students who go to college to learn.
Addressing a closed meeting of the National Governors Conference,
Agnew said President Nixon Is not trying to dictate academic policy,
but does not want the Issue of academic freedom distorted to fit the
purposes of campus dissidents.

Colds postpone flight
CAPE KENNEDY, Fla. - The common cold and exhaustion yesterday grounded America's $340-mUllon Apollo 9 earth orbital flight
at least three days - from Friday until Monday.
It was the first time after 18 U.S. man-ln-space flights that a
launching had been delayed by astronaut illness, rather than technical problems.

Think of her
as your mother.
She only wants what's best for you.
A cool drink. A pleasant place to eat. A Fresh, mouth
watering pizza. This Is not Just maternal Instinct.
If s the result of the thorough training that
Paallal's Pizza chefs are given.
Training In the way pizza In the "old

Existing foreign policy attacked
at panel on Nixon administration
By SUSAN PURCELL
Asst, Issue Editor
A general "thumbs-down" attitude was voiced Wednesday night
as a group of faculty and students
offered an appraisal of Richard
Nixon's first 36 days as President.
Speaking to a gathering of 30 students and faculty members, Edward
S. Claflln, professor of political
science, seemed to reiterate the
general feeling of the evening, saying that although "Nixon Is an
opportunist, his record so far has
hardly been encouraging."
"It seems to me that by now
Nixon should have made some attempts to make a policy change
with Cuba, with respect to the plane
hijackings taking place lately,"
Claflln stated.
Sponsored by the Ohio Peace Action Committee, the colloquy on
Nixon Is planned to be the first of a
series of topics pertinent to contemporary government.
The speakers were divided Into
two groups: pro - and antl - Nixon,
with two faculty members and one
student speaking for each point of
view.
During the campaign, Nixon once

explained that we are now ending policy of LBJ to a certain degree."
the era of confrontation and are
Changing the mood of the disbeginning the era of negotiations. cussion, the pro-Nixon forces came
Speaking for the antl-Nlxon camp, on strong with praises of the forGary Hess, associate professor eign fact-finding tour Nixon Is now
of history, said that "Nixon'sblue- conducting.
Steve Harris, sophomore In the
print for negotiations haven't moved
ahead of the old Johnson plan, as College of Liberal Arts, expressed
of yet. Announcing a long overdue the view that although Nixon has
schedule of troop withdrawal from been much criticized for not forVietnam would certainly be forging mulating a Latin American policy,
he has scheduled a Latin American
ahead In new directions."
A final argument for the antl- trip in the near future to alleviate
Nlxon segment was presented by the problem of non-communication
David Newman, assistant profes- with what has been termed a "3rd
sor of chemistry, who explained world country."
Wrapping up the discussion, Dan
that they thought Nixon was merely
maintaining a political status quo. Millar, instructor in Speech, said
"Nixon Is treading carefully on a that Nixon's true test would be
big problem — the anti-ballistic whether he kept his word and would
missile system... following the uphold camoalgn promises.

Tues
NOW! Thru
March 4 Cla-zel
Nitely at 7:25 & 9:25 - bat. & Sun. Mat. at 2:25 & 4:30

"There's a pretty lady in there
taking all her clothes off!"

WWi*

Tapis of Cleaver
There will be a meeting of
the Organization for Racial Understanding Sunday at 10:00
p.m. In Compton Hall's main
lounge.
Tapes of Eldrldge
Cleaver will be discussed.
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country" was prepared After all, lfa

the way they prepare pizza that makes
professional pizza eaters prefer us.
And, It makes new pizza eaters want
to keep eating pizza with us. So,
we see that every person that eats
Paglial's Pizza gets that same
mouth watering. Italian style
pizza."

luhtrrmty

SLIM
Wed. night
Spaghetti Night 99*
etti & garlic bread no salad .
regular SI.65 No Delivery*'
every night 5-9
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That's the look
you get when
your clothes are
tailored correctly.
The U. Shop takes
pride in the right
"cut," "roll," "drop"...
all the things that make
you "right." Even his
plaid is the latest. She's
perky! Check her long
tab collar blouse with
self-belt. Check the
bright-colored dirndl
skirt. And speaking
of checks, they
aren't really necessary at the U.

SIGMA NU SEZ:

Good Luck
Swimmers
At The
MAC CHAMPIONSHIPS

Shop

Congr atu lat ions
New Gamma Phi Beta
Officers
President
Vice President
Treasurer
Recording Secretary
Corresponding Sec.
Pledge Trainer
Rush Chairman

Linda Peterman
Becky Cochran
Trudy Tolar
Linda Miller
Gail Anderson
Janie Dixon
Kathy Faulds

you

can charge it!
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Mort aboit:

Open houses

(Continued from page 1)
policy. " It's virtually Impossible,''
he said. "Because we have to
have a different kind of dormitory
set-up. We would have to have
suites Instead of the single room,
hallway set-up we have now."
Dr. Bond agreed with Harper,
saying that It was a "matter of
privacy." Students would have to
appear appropriately dressed In the
halls at all times.
According to Harper, what most
FOR SAI.K

Record player $20. Also Records
Tom 352-1751.
IMS Chevy 2-d sed. rh atd. S,
very economical, Dave 223Rod«ere.

Female roommate wanted for third
quarter. CALL 353-1641 after 5
p.m.

FOR RENT

LOST AND FOUND

Furnished 10x50 Schult Mobile
Home. Reasonable Price. 3543901.

LOST: Psychology Textbook and
notebook In Ratakellar. Reward
for return . Contact 407 Chapman.

Mil* to share apt. (or 3rd Qtr.
362-4313.

BUSINESS AND PERSONAL

Double Rooms--opposlte campua.
Male 1159. Call 354-5785.

Beauty & Beaat Dance. Friday
8-12, Ballroom.

Cygnet collage available March 9.
15 mln. from campus. CALL 6552885.

"Big" BUI:
Three weeka ago
today, I got you for a "big"
brother, THANKS for being youl
Your Golden Heart (Neophyte)
■■Little" Sis, Kathy K.
CongratulaUons Mary and Bruce-

LltUe Sis: Linda: Congratulations
on getting L.S.S.D.-V.P. I proud
of you! Dave.
Private, very, guitar lessons; reasonable rates, ungodly hours: Ph.
352-1981.
Free Dellvery-Jac L Do's Plata.
332-5149.

Rush Chm.
Alumni Contact
Reporter
Historian

B.G.M.D. i Friend: Carrots are
dandy but the real thing's more
handy'. B.C. 4 94 Greenvlew.
Alpha Phi Omega Pledges Say:
"Get high for " BEAUTY AND
BEAST DANCE.
To Alpha Phi Omega Pledges:
Your U.S. la waist deep. The
Actives.

Roy Rogers has Free delivery
every rdte from 6-10:30. Call 3525330 It order some hot delicious
Roast Beef Sandwtchs or any other
Items and have them brought straight to you door. Mln-order
11.38.

During an accident at the crosswalk on Main St, Of B.G. Frl.
afternoon, Feb. 21, there were
3 girls who attended to my children In my car while I was taken
to the Hospital. I wish to thank
these girls tor their kindness.
Would they please call 353-3245.
Ruth Wallace.

La Veck, Your binding Is LooseJean Paul Claude KUly.

TUlman: Will your deny tradition? Your LltUe.

Come to UAO's AU campua Dance
Sat. March 1 In Grand Ballroom.
Band: Corrosion.

Primary Colors! Friday at the
Beauty & Beaat Dance.

CONGRATS
TO THE
NEW OFFICERS
OF SIGMA NU:
Commander
Lt. Commander
Recorder
Treasurer
Chaplain
Steward
Social Chm.
Athletic Chm.
Scholarship Chm.
Pledge Marshall
House Manager
Sentinel

Congratulations Paul and Debby
on your lavallarlng. The Brothers
of Delta Upallon.

Delta Zeta Hose Ball Couple. Flying Teapots.

4 Orchard Circle.
WANTED: One girl to share Apt.
3rd Qrt. close to campua. PH.
Carolyn 353-1564.

Room for Male student spring
quarter. Close to campus. Ph.
353-7575 evenings or CALL at

Randy, Rocky, Bobm BUI, and
To, what a riot at the Rat Sat.
Night: Love, I o-Po.

classifieds

'62 Chevy "283" Automatic, r«dlo,
IliR, cood (Ires. $479. Contact
Dan, Si»me Nu-2501.
•SO Ch«vy Impala V-S Automatic,
power steering. A-l outside L
out. S973. 354-8174.

of the residence halls want is open autonomy Is Antloch College In
house every weekend, and the abolition of rules prohibiting such things Yellow Springs, Ohio. Janice Goldstlen, news editor of the student
as the closing of doors.
newspaper, said that "the students
Dr. Bond justified the present control the whole thing," as far
visitation regulations, which rer as residence halls are concerned.
qulre that all open nouses be schedIn 1965 Antloch dormitories each
uled only In conjunction with a voted separately, and all favor
dormitory event or an all-campus 24-hour open visitation. They then
event such as a basketball game, went ahead and Initiated the plan
as being "the way we've always without waiting for the Board of
done It In the past."
Trustees or anybody else's apThe prime example of dormitory proval.

Parking violations create
traffic hazards/ headaches
Excedrln headache number 47
for city Police Chief Milton J.
"Nick" Nicholson: people who
don't adhere to parking regulations.
The chief said he has become
"Increasingly aware" of the number of students and townsfolk who
park Illegally on city streets,
creating traffic hazards, and generally a pain In the neck for officers and the law-abiding citizen.
Some of the more frequently violated statutes the chief mentioned
were:
—parking within 50 feet of a

Campus calendar
VARSITY CLUB
Will leave at 11:30 sharp Sunday
morning from Memorial Hall for
the trip to Detroit.
FREE UNIVERSITY
Will meet at 7 p.m., Sunday, In
the Wayne Room.
Tapes of a
speech by Eldrldge Cleaver will
be played and a discussion will
follow.
OMEGA PHI ALPHA
Will hold a general Information
night for all women Interested In

PLEASE HELP
CHARITIES BOARD
TO HELP SUPPORT
MULTIPLE SCLERORSIS
CANCER
MUSCULAR DYSTROPHY
World University Service
Student Emergency Fund

Ed Dreisbach
Rex Stanforth
Jim Szoka
Galyn Finn
Jim Evans
John Seaman
Jim Russel
Ron Prospori
Michael Sigler
Ken Snyder
Don Hicks
Doug Dziama
John Norwine
Wes Bailey
Eric Canter
Gary Baird

railroad crossing,
—within 30 feet of a stop sign,
or other traffic safety device,
—within 1 foot of another parked
vehicle,
—within 10 feet of a fire hydrant,
or alongside constuctlon site.
—for more than 24 hours on
any city street
Chief Nicholson warned chronic
violators would have their cars
towed, and citations would be
Issued.
The maximum fine which city
officers could levy on a violator,
according to city statutes is $50,
the chief explained.

Perrysburg Hts. Help Program

CHARITIES WEEK- NOW
thru MARCH 9

rushing at 7:30 p.m., Sunday, in the
Alumni Room.
KAPPA PHI
Will meet at 6 p.m., Monday, at
the UCF to sponsor a paddle-hunt
party for the pledges.
FREE UNIVERSITY
Will hold a poetry workshlp at
6 p.m., Sunday, In 107 Hayes.
PEM CLUB
Will hold Parent's Day from 9
a.m. to noon, Saturday, In the
Women's Building.
SKI CLUB
Will sponsor a skiing trip to the
Irish Hills on Saturday. Contact
Al in 105 Conklln for further Information.
UAO
Will sponsor a "Send a Mouse to
College Dance" at 8p.m., Saturday,
In the Grand Ballroom. The rock
group "Corrosion" will provide
music for the dance. Proceeds
will go to charity.
INTER-VARSITY CHRISTIAN
FELLOWSHff
Will meet at 6:45 p.m., today In
the Pink Dogwood Room. Mr. Larry
Slbley will lead a discussion based
on the Peanuts book, "I Need Every
Friend I Can Get."
OMEGA PHI ALPHA
Will hold a specific information
night for women Interested In rushing at 7:30 p.m., Monday, In the
Pink Dogwood Room.
FIN-N-FALCON
Will meet at 8 p.m., Sunday, in
the Ohio Suite.
UNITARIAN FELLOWSHIP
Will meet at 10:45 a.m., Sunday,
In the Fellowship House.
Mr.
Robert McCracken, superintendent
of Bowling Green public schools
will speak on "Law andOrder: The
Schools."

BUG.

.

.

2»»

Start casting spells....
Start catting spells with Seaton Hall In 50%
Deoronej polyester/50% cotton. Zip front jacket with all
the "pro-details". Culotte with stripe belt that matches
a neatly striped sleeveless turtleneck shell of 75%
Dacronft) polyester/25% nylon.
Seaton Hall designs lor the active sport you love to play
and the everyday sporting Hie you lead! All solid colors
shown are an easy care blend of 50% Dacrorm
polyester/50% cotton.
All in sizes 6 to 18. All shells Small/Medium/Large.
Choose: Pewter, Navy. Tally,

JACKET ■ $16.00
CULOTTE - $13.00
SHELL ■ $ 7.00

Powder Puff
525 Ridge
9:30 A.M.-5:30 P.M.

CRYPT
Will sponsor a critique of the
political right by the political left
at 9:30 p.m., Friday. The "SoundOff" session will be held at 9:30
p.m., Saturday.
UCF
Will sponsor a "Sunday at Six"
program at 5 p.m., Sunday. A
discussion will follow dinner on the
topic "The Black Student Movement." Dr. Raymond Yeager, professor of speech will be moderator,
and members of the Black Student
Union will participate.
LOAN CHECKS
For those students who have
been approved for a National Defense Student Loan and/or an Educational Opportunity grant for
the third quarter may be picked
up between Feb. 28 and March
3 in the Student Services Building forum.
FINAL LOAN PAYMENTS
Should be made by all students
who have a Kohl Loan or Emergency Loan before March 1 In the
Bursar's Office. Special arrangements must be made In the Student Financial Aid Office If final
payment cannot be made on the
date due.
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Ruffles and flowers
part of Bridal Show
By DIANE VANSKIVER
Staff Writer
Ruffles, lace and flowers galore
were featured at the second presentation of the Alice Prout Bridal
Series.
A bridal fashion snow was presented Wednesday night In the
Grand Ballroom. Along with the
gowns were many floral arrangements and bouquets.
Last week the Series featured
displays by Klever's Jewelry Store
of Bowling Green. Jon Klever
explained the aspects of diamonds,
china, crystal, and sliver that
makes a quality product.
This week the bridal fashion
show was presented with the coop eratlon of the Westgate Bridal
Shop. The floral arrangements
were by the Flowerhouse of Bowling Green.
The Bridal Show featured many
styles and colors for the mothers,
brides, and the bridesmaids For
the bride there were the traditional floor length gowns with
the flowing trains.
The corntemporary short bridal gowns were
also modeled.
For the bridesmaids yellow and
pink gowns seem to be "In" for
spring and summer weddings. As
for style, ruffles and lace seem
to becoming more fashionable. The
new trend in shirt-waist was also
fashioned Into a bridesmaid gown.
The bouquets for bride and
bridesmaid seem to be dominated
by daisies and orchids this year.
There was a short Intermission
followed by entertainment by "The
Mellow Sound," which consists of
two Prout girls, Bev Fantone and
Barb McDanlel.
The drawing
was also held for the I.ane Sweethear Hope Chest.
Miss Diane Henry said the Bridal Series was sponsored by the

dorm as a service to all the girls
on campus. It Is something they
never had before.
Miss Henry also added that It
is quite a feat for a dorm like
Prout, which has no government,
to organise and put on such a
program.

RUFFLES
AND FLOWERS-Sharon Zawadsky, senior in the
College of Education, displays
one of the many gowns exhibited during Prout Hall's Bridal
Fashion show presented last
Wednesday.

NEED HELP
Kappa Delta Pi —
Honorary in Education
Call us for information
pertaining to tutorial help.

'Police brutality1
charges called
lawbreaker's fad
By DENNIS LLOYD
Staff Writer
"It's a fad now, for people
being arrested to claim police
brutality," said Ed Nasser, assistant police chief In Toledo,
speaking Wednesday night In
Rogers Quadrangle.
This fad continues, stated Nasser, because of the special nature
of freedom In America. If a person commits a criminal act, "the
law is the only one allowed to
use force, but the law Is not allowed to use excessive force. The
creator of brutality is the man
who failed to follow a command."
Nasser sees the function of the
judicial system as falling into two
parts: to protect the Innocent and
to convict the guilty.
But, with certain court rulings
on Interrogation and other police
methods, Nasser claims police
are not certain when making the
arrest, that a conviction will come
from a court hearing.
Today more concern seems to
lie with the criminal, said Nasser.
"It is about time that someone be
more concerned about the civil
rights. . .of the citizen."
Commenting on the Chicago Incident during the Democratic National Convention, Nasser admitted
there was some excessive force
used on the part of the police
could be seen by the television
audience.
There was an amount of unnecessary action there, he said
but in respect to all arrests,
It must be remembered that the
police have to deal with the people
as they are.

r
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When you come
in for service,
we don't call you
"the guy with
the Volkswagen!'
You're the gentleman with the
lube job.
Or the lady with the wheel
alignment.
Or the couple with the tuneup.
We specialize in Volkswagen
service. It's our bread and butter.
So when you drive in, we re
all VW business.

Evening Service Hours Mon. & Thurs. Till 9 p.m.

Lou La Riche, Inc. /ov
920 Plaza at Rr. 224 East \&)
(Opp. Ft. Findlay Shopping Center)
Phone: 422-6424
Findlay, Ohio

»UIHO«I»IO

1

^&mm

Ext. 3855 365 Ed. Bldg.-Miss Vetter
Ext. 3110 301 Chapman-Judy Boroff

his
for her

Brawny. Determined.
Undisturbed by sudden
chance and challenge.
It loves the wind, dares
the thunder, and roams
the seas with all the
relaxed assurance of
its swarthy
namesake. Sound
like your type?

SIZE- 5 to 13
WHITE

$12.00
OTHER COLORS &
STYLES AVAILABLE.

MARLIN . . . Hefty Washable Whaler* Cloth Cotton Poplin Jacket,
with easy raglan sleeves, plaid liner. Cotton knit-faced English
extension collar, umbrella back yoke. Shell treated for durable
shower repellency.
NAVY, YELLOW, HONEY, NATURAL
& BRITISH TAN

THE DEN
\

9:30-

(Slothes
ftack
5111. ■••«ttr

-5:00

J
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MAC mat finals
next for Falcons
By DENNY WHITE
Assistant Sports Editor
Bowling Green's wrestling team
will challenge the rest of the league
under one roof today and tomorrow

STEP LIGHTLY--G.org. Kirk
wood raises his leg to hook his
Georgia Tech opponent and complete a take down. George has
battled to only limited success
recently and eyes the MAC finals as possible retribution.

at the Mld-Amerlcan Conference
Championships In the Toledo Field
House.
In their completed dual - meet
competition with MAC squads, the
Falcon grapplers topped Marshall
and Ohio, tied Miami, and talldived to TU, Kent, and Western
Michigan, almost in that order.
Bruce Bellard's club came no
closer than nine points In those
three late-season losses, but are
capable of better performances,
proven by a six-meet winning streak
earlier in the year. Needless to say,
It will take strong efforts right
down the BG lineup to upset the
expected 1-2-3 finish of host Toledo, KS, and defending champion
Miami, not necessarily In that order.
If Bowling Green continues its
mediocre ways of late, they will
probably place fourth, which would
be one step up from a year age,
and leave the last two spots to
OU and Marshall.
Bollard, who has coached the Falcons to three Mld-Am Championships, favors TU to take the title
trophy because " they have more
people that can go all the way,"
comparing the Rockets to the Flashes.
Joe Green, the man Podgurskl
beat, may be the Falcons best
prospect for an Individual title
since his switch to the 167 pound
class last week. Green, a twotime state champ at Toledo Scott
High School.
Joe will not be seeded first
because of his unorthodox loss by
default to the Bronco's Steve Lehman, who will not be competing

"1

Miami's Joe Galat, Is eyeing
the team title too, with the return of 177 pound MAC champion
Wally Podgurskl to the lineup,
due to a shoulder Injury inflicted
in the match against Green. Another Rocket grappler, Phil McCartney (12-0) should be Green's
main obstacle at 167.
Bill Nucklos, who also dropped
a weight class to 160, is another
BG wrestler with a good chance
to be champion according to Bollard, and his fine 6-3-3 overall
record. Kent's undefeated LynnSaternow will probably be first seeded
at 160 however.
The two Falcons with the best
league records, next to Green, are
Dave Wellnau (137), and Art Cross
(177) with Identical 3-2-1 marks.
Wellnau is fresh off of an impressive pin against WM's Dave Buford,
and both of his defeats were onepointers, including a 10-9 loss to
the favorite, Dan Mllkovitch.
Cross, who Is 1-2 at 177 pounds,
and 3-3 at 191 pounds has been
at his best recently, like Wllnau,
but his drop to the 177 division
leaves him untested against league
competition there. Podgurskl, If
entered, should be the man to beat.
An element of curiosity Is hovering over the performance to be
given by George Klrkwood at 137
and Mike Clark at 145 who were
the pace-setters for BG's good
6-3 start. Klrkwood, with a very
fine 9-3-2 overall record, is only
2-2-2 in the conference, and has
wrestled below par the last two
times out.
George placed third In the
Championships last year, and the

UPSIDE DOWN WORLD-Art Cross dumps his Kent opponent in
an appearance at 191. Cross has dropped to 177 for the MAC finals though. ( Photo by Larry Nighswander)

winner and runnerup have changed
weights, but the Flashes* Mike
Milkovitch, who beat him 3-1, has
more than replaced them. Clark,
who won his first nine matches,
was defeated in four of the last
five, all league losses. Mike is
hoping to return to the form he
used on Januray 11th when he declsloned the defending MAC champ
Bill Pavlasek 6-5. Dennis Buford
should be the main concern at
145 this weekend.
In the last two weight classes,
Bowling Green will be well represented also by Butch Falk (6-3)

Country Corner
Classics Reduced

and Bill M aloof (4-4). Falk will
be wrestling with two things going
against him, an injured neck, and
an underweight condition, but Falk
has specialized In defying the odds
so far this season.
Buzz Haller, In only his second
varsity match will meet a host of
"toughles" at 123 pounds including
Toledo's Dave Keller, defending
champ Gary Heatherlngton of WM,
and KS's Ray Williams. Terry DUllon at 152 has nothing to lose
with a 0-6 mark against MAC foes,
but his 5-8-1 overall record Is a
better Indication of letterman Dillon's ability.

MAC votes
for freshmen
eligibility rule
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) - The
Mid-American Council of Presidents has approved eligibility for
freshmen In all varsity sports other than football and basketball.
The council, meeting here Wednesday, voted unanimously to approve the league's faculty representatives' endorsement of NCAA
legislation which sanctions varsity
participation for frosh athletes.
The change in the rule will be
effective with the start of the 196970 school year although qualified
freshmen will be allowed to compete in the NCAA spring sports
championship.
The MAC said freshman teams
in all sports except football and
basketball will be discontinued
starting in the 1969-70 school year.
The council also decided nonconference sports conducted on the
varsity level - hockey, gymnastics, soccer and lacrosse - will
fall under the Jurisdiction of MAC
rules and regulations governing the
nine conference sports.

OUR E NT I RE STOCK OF SPRING WOOLENS
REDUCED TO MAKE WAY FOR OUR NEW
CLASSIC SUMMER SPORTSWEAR . . . THAT
PRIZED NAME IN MISSES' SIZES 8-16
HURRY WHILE QUANTITIES LAST . . .

5.99 to 36.99
ORIGINALLY $7 TO *55

Intramural notes
Seven of nine Intramural Independent leagues are still headed by
undefeated teams, while two of the
three off-campus loops are likewise.
Hod's Boys, Maulers, Conk West,
Lower Rent Inc. Large Fellas and
Kohl 236'ers all hold perfect 6-0
ledgers. Terry & Shadows and the
Pistons share their league lead
with identical 5-0 slates.
Encyclopedia Basketball, Rolling
Rocks and the Plpepluggers bold the
advantage In RH-OI league with
5-1 marks, while the Celtics and
Knockers with 5-1 records head the
RH-VI activity.
Beck's Boys and Rabble with 5-0
records head two of the three offcampus leagues while the PBR's
hold the other with a 4-1.
The Grunts hold a one point lead
over the Pabst In the Independent
league I hockey activity while the
G.A.'s hold a slim margin.
Alpha Sigma Phi Is leading the
fraternity league I action while Beta
Theta PI and Phi Delta Theta share
the league II lead with seven points.

Save now on the classics you love . . . Choose from a large
collection of skirts, sweaters, dresses, shifts, bermudas
Jamaca's, pants, kilts and many more. The great
mixables ... color coordinated to mix and match. Hurry in for
first pick during this fantastic Country Classics sale.
Only 4 days to save while limited quantities last

ALSO LINGERIE & SHOES

LASALLE*S
/
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Falcon quintet holds the key
to Bobcat Mid-Am title hopes
By GARY DAVIS
Sports Editor
The setting Is the same, only
the stakes have changed.
Only a year ago the Falcons
hosted the Bobcats In Anderson
Arena to wrap up the Mid-American title. Saturday afternoon at
3 p.m. they'll host the OU quintet in a crown deciding game.Ohio
desperately needs a victory to
share the top spot with Miami.
The BG-Ohio televised game will
be the first of a two stage title
showdown series that stretches
from the TU Fleldhouse to Anderson Arena.
The Bobcats need a Falcon win
too, for a 9-3 record, but will
also need help fromToledo'slater
game with the front running Miami
Redskins. The incentive should be
all Ohio's. OU was split on opening day 75-74 by the Falcons and
has been trailing in the race ever
since, but revenge will play second
to the title hopes.
They are the hottest conference
team having gained nine of 11
in games since that upset. Ohio
upped their overall record to the
league's best with a 15-8 mark.
All could go for naught though without Gerald McKee In the lineup.
McKee is the man credited with
bringing the Cats this far, but
suffered a sprained thumb against
Marshall and is a questionable
starter. The Falcons could relish
the thought of not facing McKee
who netted 19 points against them
in the first meeting.
Like many things he has gotten
better with time.
Gerald tops them In scoring witli
a 19 plus average and the 6-3
forward leads them In rebounding
with 220 grabs easily out-distancing teammate Greg McDivitt who
stands 6-7.
A McKee handcuffed with injuries
or not playing at all could stunt
the Bobcat effort, but Coach Jim
Snyder has a potent and balanced
new overall. John Canine and Ken
Kowall offer a high powered and
speedy front court game.
The defensive pressure will fall
on Dick Rudgers and Rich Walker.
Rudgers himself led the Falcons
efforts with 19 points. Walker has
been an unsteady quantity offensively, but is valuable directing the
attack.
Jim Penix will probably get the
call at forward but could also
function at guard If John Heft enters the lineup.
In the possible absence of McKee, Greg McDivitt and Doug Parker will move to forward slots.
Parker had paired with McKee
most of the season while McDivitt functioned at the post.
Greg has exploded to average
over 18 points in his last five
games and most Importantly offers the Cats a 6-7 advantage
at the position. BG's Dan McLemore would come closest to McDivitt and he stands 6-5. The Bobcats who already lead the league
In rebounding would enjoy an added
advantage under the boards. Heft
6-6 could possibly even up the matter.

GRACEFUL ENOUGH-Jim Penix (51) gracefully dances the baseline to dump in this layup against Loyola. The Falcons rolled to
a 103-73 win, but it will take a titanic effort to spill the OU Bobcats. (Photos by Gregg Daniels)

FMAC-esp:

Miami all the way
The end Is near, the end Is near.
And what a finish It will have.
The MAC title as usual runs down
until the final weekend, only this
time It could be a double elimination or two stage showdown.
Bowling Green hosts Ohio University and could end the race by
5 p.m. Saturday with a victory.
But should Ohio win the title rests
then on the result of Toledo-Miami
encounter at the Fleldhouse later
that evening. Even If everything
goes right for Ohio, (a win over
BG and a Toledo win over Miami) nothing would be settled.
The two teams would then square
off In a playoff extending the end
another week.
Kent is the only other conference
team to see action and will close
their first winning campaign In 17
years with a game with Akron.
The Bobcats have the incentive
of a title share and the added Incentive of revenge for an early
defeat. But no combination of factors will make the visiting Cats
shoo-ins. Bowling Green has never
yielded easily in any game and would
savor an opportunity to end the Bobcat tide bid.
Gerald McKee is a questionable
starter, but figures to see action
if needed. There'll be nothing to
save him for should they lose.
The biggest question mark for
the Falcons will be the performance of center Jim Connally. Jim
has been having rough times and the
pressure will only Increase. He'll
have to look over 6-7 Greg McDlvitt and 6-8 Cralg Love to score.
OHIO UNIVERSITY Is the pick,
but BG could have some fun.
Miami's biggest worry will be
Steve Mix. The center has been
on the rampage for at least seven
games now, over 30 points each
time.
They realize Toledo offensive

strategy already, but what can you
do about It No doubt, Mix will
still hit for 30 points, but the Redskins have better overall balance
and won't rattle so easily. They
could be relaxed and lose, if BG
topples Ohio earlier in the afternoon to ensure the title. But they
could also be extremely high, needing the win to stave off the Bobcats.
John Rudley has not been the consistent offensive threat lately for
the Rockets In the midst of their
concentration on Mix. He is potent
though, but is the biggest question
mark for the Rockets. Miami will
lose only If they allow themselves
to play as sloppily as the Toledo
crew. Shabby defense will facilitate the Toledo task of scoring
the tight ones.
MIAMI will win here say the
scribes, but his is no less a toss
up than the MAC Game of the Week.
KENT will close their season
on a winning note for a 14-8 record with a win over Akron. The
Zips do have a set of 6-8 cagers
to trouble Kent with, but are In
the throes of a 8-16 losing season.
Frank Trultt says that records
don't mean alot In the case, but
the Flashes are rolling and not even the Zips will stop them.

|Game to be
|aired on TV

OHIO UNIVERSITY
6-8
6-7
6-4
6-2
6-1

BOWLING GREEN
Rudgers g
Walker g
McLemore f
Penix f
Connally c

6-2
6-3
6-5
6-4
6-7

Through their aggressive rebounding the Cats run into a weakness.
Foul trouble has often stripped
them of starting material, and despite an experienced bench It has
had its effect. Against the Falcons before, Ohio sent them into
the one and one early In the action and the Falcons converted
21 of 27.
Western Michigan almost made
the same mistake Wednesday when
the Falcons behind the 7-7 effort
of John Heft almost pulled out a
win at the line.
Bowling Green hasn't the incentive to key their attack, but this
shouldn't lessen their battle. The
Falcons have battled ferociously
despite the futility of a 3-8 league
record.

Mr. Customer
Suits and Sport Coots
Are Going Up $5 & $10
HOWEVER
You Can Save Now
500 ^ 1000
Entire Stock
of
CRICKETEER
and

HART SCHAFFNER
and MARX

Suits
and
Sport Coats
Excluding Blazers

NICHOLS-SPECIAL
Wool & Silk
Sharkskin Suit
2 Trousers — Permanently Creased
on >y

$9995

VAN HEUSEN

PROBABLE LINEUPS

_ove c
McDivitt f
Parker f
Canine g
Kowall g

With McDivitt operating at forward the Bobcats can bring Cralg
Love 6-8 In at the center slot.
Averaging almost nine points In
a sub role, he is the second strongest OU rebounder, and will test
the Injury slowed Jim Connally.
Connally* s field
accuracy has
dipped severely In recent games.
A dismal afternoon at Toledo had
lingering affects against Loyola
and Western.
He will have to respond Saturday though, to counter the ranging efforts of McDivitt and Love.
The Falcons suffered a familiar
problem against the Broncos Wednesday. The aggressive Western
cagers stripped the boards in the
final half and got the valuable
second efforts in crucial situations.

READY SE1 -And he fires away. Sid Rodeheffer (21) cans
this jump shot un a reserve role
against Loyola.

It's MAC title weekend onx
:•:; northwestern Ohio as Toledo*
x- and Bowling Green hold the :|:
£: answer to the 1969 champion. •:•
S The Rockets will hold the cur- £
•:■: rent leader Miami In an even- :j:
j$ lng contest, preceeded by an £
£ afternoon thriller between the :•:
•:•: Falcons and Bobcats of Ohio x
:•:• University.
•:•: The BG encounter will be the :■:
:j"MAC Game of the Week" ;:•
Sand will be carried regionally£
xon television.
Tickets can be purchased v
i:jtoday and at the gate, while:;:
Sthe exchange of coupons has!;:
x been In progress and will con- S
:.-: tinue today and also at the gate. :j:
I The ticket office Is located in S
» Memorial Hall, and the hours :•:
x': are from 8 a.m.-12 and from «
S 1-5 p.m.
:

:W:::::::::;:::::;:-:-j:-:-:;::::-:::::vS>x:::::x::::::;:;:|:

Dress Shirts
iaSL

20% off

1 GROUP $1.00

1 GROUP $3.00

Ties

Ties

Now $2 20

Now

$240

2 for $6.25

2 for $4.60

NICHOLS
Traditional and Men's Clothiers
Open Friday 'TH 9 P.M.
1M 8. Mais St.

Phone 354-7871
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MAC mat finals
next for Falcons
By DENNY WHITE
Assistant Sports Editor
Bowling Green's wrestling team
will challenge the rest of the league
under one roof today and tomorrow

STEP LIGHTLY-George Kirk
wood raises his leg to hook his
Georgia Tech opponent and complete a take down. George has
battled to only limited success
recently and eyes the MAC finals as possible retribution.

i
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Miami's Joe Galat, Is eyeing
at the Mld-Amerlcan Conference
Championships In the Toledo Field the team title too, with the return of 177 pound MAC champion
House.
In their completed dual - meet Wally Podgurskl to the lineup,
competition with MAC squads, the due to a shoulder injury Inflicted
Falcon grapplers topped Marshall in the match against Green. Anoand Ohio, tied Miami, and tall- ther Rocket grappler, Phil Mcdived to TU Kent, and Western Cartney (12-0) should be Green's
Michigan, almost In that order. main obstacle at 167.
Bill Nucklos, who also dropped
Bruce Bellard's club came no
closer than nine points In those a weight class to 160, is another
three late-season losses, but are BG wrestler with a good chance
capable of better performances, to be champion according to Bellproven by a six- meet winning streak ard, and his fine 6-3-3 overall
earlier In the year. Needless to say, record. Kent's undefeated Lynn Sait will take strong efforts right ternow will probably be first seeded
down the BG lineup to upset the at 160 however.
The two Falcons with the best
expected 1-2-3 finish of host Toledo, KS, and defending champion league records, next to Green, are
Miami, not necessarily In that or- Dave Wellnau (137), and Art Cross
(177) with Identical 3-2-1 marks.
der.
If Bowling Green continues Its Wellnau Is fresh off of an impresmediocre ways of late, they will sive pin against WM'sDave Buford,
probably place fourth, which would and both of his defeats were onebe one step up from a year age, pointers, including a 10-9 loss to
and leave the last two spots to the favorite, Dan Mllkovltch.
Cross, who is 1-2 at 177 pounds,
OU and Marshall.
Bellard, who has coached the Fal- and 3-3 at 191 pounds has been
cons to three Mld-Am Champion- at his best recently, like wilnau,
ships, favors TU to take the title but his drop to the 177 division
■trophy because " they have more leaves him untested against league
people that can go all the way," competition there. Podgurskl, if
comparing the Rockets to the Flash- entered, should be the man to beat.
An element of curiosity Is hoves.
Joe Green, the man Podgurskl ering over the performance to be
beat, may be the Falcons best given by George Klrkwood at 137
prospect for an individual title and Mike Clark at 145 who were
since his switch to the 167 pound the pace-setters for BG's good
class last week. Green, a two- 6-3 start Klrkwood, with a very
time state champ at Toledo Scott fine 9-3-2 overall record, is only
2-2-2 in the conference, and has
High School.
Joe will not be seeded first wrestled below par the last two
because of his unorthodox loss by times out.
George placed third in the
default to the Bronco's Steve Lehman, who will not be competing Championships last year, and the

UPSIDE DOWN WORLD-Art Cross dumps his Kent opponent in
an appearance at 191. Cross has dropped to 177 for the MAC finals though. ( Photo by Larry Nighswander)

winner and runner up have changed
weights, but the Flashes' Mike
Mllkovltch, who beat him 3-1, has
more than replaced them. Clark,
who won his first nine matches,
was defeated in four of the last
five, all league losses. Mike is
hoping to return to the form he
used on Januray 11th when he declsloned the defending MAC champ
Bill Pavlasek 6-5. Dennis Buford
should be the main concern at
145 this weekend.
In the last two weight classes,
Bowling Green will be well represented also by Butch Falk (6-3)

Country Corner
Classics Reduced

and Bill M aloof (4-4). Falk will
be wrestling with two things going
against him, an Injured neck, and
an underweight condition, but Falk
has specialized in defying the odds
so far this season.
Buzz Mailer, In only his second
varsity match will meet a host of
"toughles" at 123 pounds Including
Toledo's Dave KeUer, defending
champ Gary Heatherington of WM,
and KS's Ray Williams. Terry DUllon at 152 has nothing to lose
with a 0-6 mark against MAC foes,
but his 5-8-1 overall record is a
better indication of letterman Dillon's ability.

MAC votes
for freshmen
eligibility role
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) - The
Mld-Amerlcan Council of Presidents has approved eligibility for
freshmen in all varsity sports other than football and basketball.
The council, meeting here Wednesday, voted unanimously to approve the league's faculty representatives' endorsement of NCAA
legislation which sanctions varsity
participation for frosh athletes.
The change in the rule will be
effective with the start of the 196970 school year although qualified
freshmen will be allowed to compete in the NCAA spring sports
championship.
The MAC said freshman teams
in all sports except football and
basketball will be discontinued
starting In the 1969-70 school year.
The council also decided nonconference sports conducted on the
varsity level - hockey, gymnastics, soccer and lacrosse - will
fall under the Jurisdiction of MAC
rules and regulations governing the
nine conference sports.

OUR ENTI RE STOCK OF SPRING WOOLENS
REDUCED TO MAKE WAY FOR OUR NEW
CLASSIC SUMMER SPORTSWEAR . . . THAT
PRIZED NAME IN MISSES' SIZES 8-16
HURRY WHILE QUANTITIES LAST . . .

5.99 to 36.99
ORIGINALLY *7 TO *55

Intramural notes
Seven of nine intramural independent leagues are still headed by
undefeated teams, while two of the
three off-campus loops are likewlsfi
Hod's Boys, Maulers, Conk West,
Lower Rent inc. Large Fellas and
Kohl 236'ers all hold perfect 6-0
ledgers. Terry & Shadows and the
Pistons share their league lead
with Identical 5-0 slates.
Encyclopedia Basketball, Rolling
Rocks and the Pipepluggers hold the
advantage in RH-Ut league with
5-1 marks, while the Celtics and
Knockers with 5-1 records bead the
RH-VI activity.
Beck's Boys and Rabble with 5-0
records head two of the three offcampus leagues while the PBR's
hold the other with a 4-1.
The Grunts hold a one point lead
over the Pabst In the Independent
league I hockey activity while the
G.A.'s hold a slim margin.
Alpha Sigma Phi Is leading the
fraternity league I action while Beta
Theta PI and Phi Delta Theta share
the league II lead with seven points.

Save now on the classics you love . . . Choose from a large
collection of skirts, sweaters, dresses, shifts, bermudas
Jamaca's, pants, kilts and many more. The great
mixables ... color coordinated to mix and match. Hurry in for
first pick during this fantastic Country Classics sale.
Only 4 days to save while limited quantities last

ALSO LINGERIE & SHOES

LASALLE*S
/
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Falcon quintet holds the key
to Bobcat Mid-Am title hopes
By GARY DAVIS
Sports Editor
The setting is the same, only
the stakes have changed.
Only a year ago the Falcons
hosted the Bobcats In Anderson
Arena to wrap up the Mid-American title. Saturday afternoon at
3 p.m. they'll host the OU quintet In a crown deciding game.Ohio
desperately needs a victory to
share the top spot with Miami.
The BG-Ohlo televised game will
be the first of a two stage title
showdown series that stretches
from the TU Fleldhouse to Anderson Arena.
The Bobcats need a Falcon win
too, for a 9-3 record, but will
also need help fromToledo'slater
game with the front running Miami
Redskins. The incentive should be
all Ohio's. OU was split on opening day 75-74 by the Falcons and
has been trailing In the race ever
since, but revenge will play second
to the title hopes.
They are the hottest conference
team having gained nine of 11
In games since that upset. Ohio
upped their overall record to the
league's best with a 15-8 mark.
All could go for naught though without Gerald McKee In the lineup.
McKee is the man credited with
bringing the Cats this far, but
suffered a sprained thumb against
Marshall and Is a questionable
starter. The Falcons could relish
the thought of not facing McKee
who netted 19 points against them
In the first meeting.
Like many things he has gotten
better with time.
Gerald tops them in scoring with
a 19 plus average and the 6-3
forward leads them in rebounding
with 220 grabs easily out-distancing teammate Greg McDivitt who
stands 6-7.
A McKee handcuffed with injuries
or not playing at all could stunt
the Bobcat effort, but Coach Jim
Snyder has a potent and balanced
new overall. John Canine and Ken
Kowall offer a high powered and
speedy front court game.
The defensive pressure will fall
on Dick Rudgers and Rich Walker.
Rudgers himself led the Falcons
efforts with 19 points. Walker has
been an unsteady quantity offensively, but Is valuable directing the
attack.
Jim Penlx will probably get the
call at forward but could also
function at guard if John Heft enters the lineup.
In the possible absence of McKee, Greg McDivitt and Doug Parker will move to forward slots.
Parker had paired with McKee
most of the season while McDivitt functioned at the post.
Greg has exploded to average
over 18 points In his last five
games and most importantly offers the Cats a 6-7 advantage
at the position. BG's Dan McLemore would come closest to McDivitt and he stands 6-5. The Bobcats who already lead the league
In rebounding would enjoy an added
advantage under the boards. Heft
6-6 could possibly even up the matter.

GRACEFUL ENOUGH-Jim Penix (51) gracefully dances the baseline to dump in this layup against Loyola. The Falcons rolled to
a 103-73 win, but it will take a titanic effort to spill the OU Bobcats. (Photos by Gregg Daniels)

pMAC-esp:

Miami all the way
The end is near, the end is near.
And what a finish It will have.
The MAC title as usual runs down
until the final weekend, only this
time It could be a double elimination or two stage showdown.
Bowling Green hosts Ohio University and could end the race by
5 p.m. Saturday with a victory.
But should Ohio win the title rests
then on the result of Toledo-Miami
encounter at the Fleldhouse later
that evening. Even If everything
goes right for Ohio, (a win over
BG and a Toledo win over Miami) nothing would be settled.
The two teams would then square
off In a playoff extending the end
another week.
Kent is the only other conference
team to see action and will close
their first winning campaign In 17
years with a game with Akron.
The Bobcats have the Incentive
of a title share and the added Incentive of revenge for an early
defeat. But no combination of factors will make the visiting Cats
shoo-ins. Bowling Green has never
yielded easily in any game and would
savor an opportunity to end the Bobcat title bid.
Gerald McKee is a questionable
starter, but figures to see action
If needed. There'll be nothing to
save him for should they lose.
The biggest question mark for
the Falcons will be the performance of center Jim Connally. Jim
has been having rough times and the
pressure will only Increase. He'll
have to look over 6-7 Greg McDlvitt and 6-8 Cralg Love to score.
OHIO UNIVERSITY is the pick,
but BG could have some fun.
Miami's biggest worry will be
Steve Mix. The center has been
on the rampage for at least seven
games now, over 30 points each
time.
They realize Toledo offensive

strategy already, but what can you
do about it No doubt, Mix will
still hit for 30 points, but the Redskins have better overall balance
and won't rattle so easily. They
could be relaxed and lose, If BG
topples Ohio earlier In the afternoon to ensure the title. But they
could also be extremely high, needing the win to stave off the Bobcats.
John Rudley has not been the consistent offensive threat lately for
the Rockets In the midst of their
concentration on Mix. He Is potent
though, but is the biggest question
mark for the Rockets. Miami will
lose only if they allow themselves
to play as sloppily as the Toledo
crew. Shabby defense will facilitate the Toledo task of scoring
the tight ones.
MIAMI will win here say the
scribes, but his is no less a toss
up than the MAC Game of the Week.
KENT will close their season
on a winning note for a 14-8 record with a win over Akron. The
Zips do have a set of 6-8 cagers
to trouble Kent with, but are in
the throes of a 8-16 losing season.
Frank Truitt says that records
don't mean alot In the case, but
the Flashes are rolling and not even the Zips will stop them.

Game to be
|aired on TVf

OHIO UNIVERSITY

6-8
6-7
6-4
6-2
6-1

BOWLING GREEN
Rudgets g
6-2
Walker g
6-3
McLemore f 6-5
6-4
Penix f
Connally c 6-7

Through their aggressive rebounding the Cats run into a weakness.
Foul trouble has often stripped
them of starting material, and despite an experienced bench It has
had its effect. Against the Falcons before, Ohio sent them Into
the one and one early In the action and the Falcons converted
21 of 27.
Western Michigan almost made
the same mistake Wednesday when
the Falcons behind the 7-7 effort
of John Heft almost pulled out a
win at the line.
Bowling Green hasn't the incentive to key their attack, but this
shouldn't lessen their battle. The
Falcons have battled ferociously
despite the futility of a 3-8 league
record.

Mr. Customer
Suits and Sport Coats
Are Going Up $5 & $10
HOWEVER
You Can Save Now
500 to 1000
Entire Stock
of
CRICKETEER
and

HART SCHAFFNER
and MARX

Suits
Sport Coats
and

Excluding Blazers

NICHOLS ■ SPECIAL
Wool & Silk
Sharkskin Suit1
2 Trousers — Permanently Creased

only

$9095

VAN HEUSEN

PROBABLE LINEUPS

_ove c
McDivitt f
Parker f
Canine g
Kowall g

With McDivitt operating at forward the Bobcats can bring Cralg
Love 6-8 In at the center slot.
Averaging almost nine points in
a sub role, he Is the second strongest OU rebounder, and will test
the injury slowed Jim Connally.
Connally's field
accuracy has
dipped severely In recent games.
A dismal afternoon at Toledo had
lingering affects against Loyola
and Western.
He will have to respond Saturday tliough, to counter the ranging efforts of McDivitt and Love.
The Falcons suffered a familiar
problem against the Broncos Wednesday. The aggressive Western
cagers stripped the boards In the
final half and got the valuable
second efforts In crucial situations.

READY SET -And he fires away. Sid Rodeheffer (21) cans
this jump shot un a reserve role
against Loyola.

It's MAC title weekend onx
jSjj northwestern Ohio as Toledo j:j
x and Bowling Green hold the:':
v': answer to the 1969 champion, x
:•:• The Rockets will hold the cur- ;i|
'■;.'■: rent leader Miami in an even- :■:
fe lng contest, preceeded by an ■:•
£ afternoon thriller between the :j:
« Falcons and Bobcats of Ohio x
:•:• University.
:j:| The BG encounter will be the :'■:
I;: "MAC Game of the Week" x
x and will be carried regionally j:j
v'on television.
Tickets can be purchased;::
j:) today and at the gate, while x
>>the exchange of coupons has S
x been In progress and will con- S
'■:■ tlnue today and also at the gate. ':•:
« The ticket office Is located In £
:•:• Memorial Hall, and the hours •:'
« are from 8 a.m.-12 and from g
;•:• 1-5 p.m.
:

:¥S:::::::-:-:::;:-:-:-j->:-:-::-:-:-::-:-:-x-:W:>>::o::::::::::

Dress Shirts
Long and
Short Sleeve

20% off

1 GROUP $1.00

1 GROUP $3.00

Ties

Ties

Now

^20

2 for $6.25

Now

$240

2 for $4.60

NICHOLS
Traditional and Men's Clothiers
Open Friday 'Til 9 P.M.
in 8. Mail St

Phone 354-7871
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Burlesque movie
doesn't make it
By FRED ZACKEL
Assistant Managing Editor

Supposedly, the movie "The
Night They Raided Mlnsky's" Is
the true story about the accidental
Invention of the striptease by a
"really religious young girl"and
the corresponding effect this Invention had on the New York Police
Department.
Actually, the movie centers on
the "glorious Institution that was
known as burlesque." Well, those
days have ended and this reviewer left the theater amazed
that those days were as bad as
all that.
Jason Kobards stars as Ray
Paine, a vaudeville comic with top
billing, lousy make-up, corny Jokes
and apsuedo-sophisticated manner
that Just lays the bilge on the
line. About the best scene for
Kobards Is his exit (very gracefully done) from a closet after
being discovered by an lrrate
Amlsh father.
Brltt Ekland plays the devoutly
religious stripper with a wholesomeness that neither appeals nor
excites. She Is much too antlseptlcally pure and Innocent to
be real. No Academy Award for
her this year.
Forest Tucker, Eliot Gould and

Norman Wisdom round out an adequate cast with performances that
generally seem insufficient and
Insipid.
Bert I.ahr, a comedian, plays
a worn-out comic with a slight bit
of coherence but the producers and
directors really would have been
better off letting the old grand
master do some of the routines
that are now "classic". But he
Just stands around, doing nothing.
And so for the ten cuties the
movie offers for your enjoyment
. . .forget It. Most are suffering from age and paunch. But
they are typical of burlesque
houses, so maybe that's a bit
unfair.

About the only portion of the
movie even worth considering Is
the technical portion. Great Kudos
to the mechanics. Stroboscoptlc
editing, special effects, the use
of both black-and white and color
film, plus the addition and distortion of old-time clips, all make
the movie technically advanced and
worth the viewing.. .If you Ignore
the plot and the dialogue.
"The Night They Raided Mlnsky's" Is playing until this Wednesday.
It Is advertised "for
mature audiences" and parental
discretion Is advised. You might
enjoy It.

Arts calendar
"OEDIPUS REX"
The U.A.O. Fine Film based on
Sophocles' 2,400 year old drama
will be shown In the Education
Building Auditorium at 7 and 9
p.m., Friday and Saturday nights
and 3 and 7 p.m. Sunday.

"BEAUTY AND THE BEAST
DANCE"
The Alpha Phi Omega charity
function will feature the Primary
Colors. The dance will be held
Friday at 8 p.m. In the Grand
Ballroom. Admission Is 75? cents,
single, OR $1.25 per couple.
"U.A.O. ALL CAMPUS DANCE"
25 cents admission will be
charged to the dance In the Carnation Room featuring the Mark V
Quintet at 8 p.m. Friday and Saturday nights.
"STRING QUARTET"
Concert featuring works by Hay-

den, Brahms, and Mobile IV, a
composition written by Donald Wilson. The concert will be at 8:15
p.m. Sunday In the Recital Hall of
the Music Building.
"MUSIC PERFORMANCE"
Performance of music majors
and minors. It is open to the
public and will be held at 2 p.m.
Thursday, March 6 In the Recital
Hall of the Music Building.

arts
page

DANISH GLASS-Judy Joseph, junior in the College of Education, views the Danish glass ex-

hibit in the University's Art Gallery.
Ken White)

(Photo by

Staple mi •!••■■! te dtsii■

Danish glass now on display
An exhibition of 140 years of Danish glass is on
display In the Bowling Green State University Art
Gallery now through Sunday, March 23.
More than 200 pieces from the Museum of the
Kastrup- Holmegard Glassworks near Copenhagen
comprise the display which is on tour throughout the United States and Canada.
The exhibition, containing pieces dating from 1830
to the present, Is sponsored by the Royal Danish
Embassy and Is being circulated by the Smithsonian
Institution Traveling Exhibition Service.
While art and beauty are objectives in making glassware, Danish glassmakers have emphasized the design

of glassware in dally use. "It Is In the combination
of utility and beauty, simplicity and elegance, that
Danish design has always excelled and Danish glassware stands firmly In this tradition," writes Per
l.utken, chief designer at Kastnp-Holmegard, in the
catalogue accompanying the exhibition.
Included In the display are a schnapps bottle,
sugar bowls, water Jugs, tumblers, decanters, mugs,
absinthe glasses and the unique art-glass pieces.
Many Items in the collection are free-blown In a
variety of colors.
Gallery hours are from 8 a.m. 5 p.m., MondayFriday, and from 2-5 p.m., Saturday and Sunday.
The exhibition is free and open to the public.

Whirled of wax
By Lee Stephenson
Blood, Sweat and Tears,,
Columbia,
$3.77--

Drag out the superlatives for this
one: Call It fantastic or sensational but the Blood, Sweat and
Tears have definitely happened onto
something.
The group combines rock, blues
and soul with an ever-present Jazz
Influence In their original style.
The nine musicians perform excellently and the resulting blend Is
faultless.
The vocal work on the album Is
also good, merging with the instrumental In styles from the hardest
of rock to the delicate, almost
classical passages.
"More and More," "God Bless

the Child," and "Spinning Wheel"
are particularly outstanding tracks
but the entire disc is truly unique.
Combine this talent with the creativity of the album, arranged entirely by the group and It's not
hard to see why "Blood, Sweat and
Tears" is the number six album
in the nation after five weeks on
the charts.
•••
"Smokey Robinson and the
Miracles
Live,"
Smokey
Robinson and the Miracles,
Tamala, $3.77--

Poor recording, an uninspired
performance and a dull audience
spell disaster for this latest effort by Smokey Robinson.
There's no denying Smokey's talent and It comes across to a certain extent but this Just Isn't enough
to save it. The backup singing
and orchestration are Just plain
sloppy.
Another basic problem Is that
much of the material is medium
or slow tempo which Just Is not
the approach for a "live" album.
The good tracks Include "Walk
On By," "If You Can Want," and
"Up, Up and Away." An unfortunate undertaking Is the group's
rendition of "Yesterday."
The majority of the tunes were
composed and arranged by Smokey
in the session which was recorded
at the Upper Deck of the Roostertall.
*•*
"Beggar's Banquet," the
Rolling
Stones,
London,
$3.77-

A "new" Rolling Stones appears
In the long-lost quintet's latest,
"Beggars Banquet."
The material and Instrumental
quality of the album Is far superior
to any of the Stones' past efforts,
yet It still retains that Inescapable
Rolling Stones' style.

Photo by James Vanas

Superior cuts of the album Include, "Sympathy For the Devil,"
"No Expectations," "Street Fighting Man," "Stray Cat Blues" and
"Salt of the Earth."
The emphasis of the majority of
songs on the album follows the
theme In the beggar and scum
vein.

"Street Fighting Man" Is an
Interpretation of rioting in the
streets, "Stray Cat Blues" seems
to refer to the runaway teenagers
of the world with unveiled sexual
references and "Salt of the Earth"
probes the frenzied, lost, useless
and fear-filled world of the working classes.
The Instrumental effects add especially In the closing of "Stray
Cat Blues" as the band builds
mechanically and frantically to a
climax.
Overall, a superior effort by the
Stones which squelches any doubts
about their ability to keep the pace
In the fast-evolving recording
world.
••*
"Cruising with Ruben and
the Jets," The Mothers of
Invention, Verve, $4.59--

"This Is an album of greasy
love songs and cretin simplicity."
And that quote from the liner notes
of "Cruising With Ruben and the
Jets" pretty well sums it up.
The record is simply a collection of songs which digs the greasy
no-content songs of the 50' s out of
the grave, both for edification and
mockery.
It's a strange combination at best
but there's really no better explanation. Again from the liner notes,
"We made it because we really
like this kind of music (Just a
bunch of old men with rock and roll
clothes on sitting around the studio,
mumbling about the good old days)."
The treatment of the songs Is
really quite good from a quality
standpoint, yet there is always that
element of disbelief In the seriousness of the venture.
A portion of the lyrics to "Later
That Night" Is one example that
zips any Ideas that their single Intent Is the glorification of an era:
"Don't go baby, don't put me out
on the street. You threw my best
sharkskin suit out on the lawn,
right on top of some dog waste."
It's funny but so what. However,
if you would enjoy an amusing reflection on days past, here it is.
All of the albums listed are on
sale in the University Bookstore on
the first floor of the Student Services Building.
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Burlesque movie
doesn't make it
By FRED ZACKEL
Assistant Managing Editor

Supposedly, the movie "The
Night They Raided Mlnsky's" Is
the true story about the accidental
Invention of the striptease by a
"really religious young girl"and
the corresponding effect this Invention had on the New York Police
Department.
Actually, the movie centers on
the "glorious institution that was
known as burlesque." Well, those
days have ended and this reviewer left the theater amazed
that those days were as bad as
all that.
Jason Itobards stars as Kay
Paine, a vaudeville comic with top
billing, lousy make-up, corny jokes
and a psuedo-sophlstlcated manner
that Just lays the bilge on the
line. About the best scene for
Itobards is his exit (very gracefully done) from a closet after
being discovered by an lrrate
Amlsh father.
Britt Ekland plays the devoutly
religious stripper with a wholesomeness that neither appeals nor
excites. She Is much too antlseptlcally pure and Innocent to
be real. No Academy Award for
her this year.
Forest Tucker, Kllot Gould and

Norman Wisdom round out an adequate cast with performances that
generally seem insufficient and
Insipid.
Bert I.ahr, a comedian, plays
a worn-out comic with a slight bit
of coherence but the producers and
directors really would have been
better off letting the old grand
master do some of the routines
that are now "classic". But he
Just stands around, doing nothing.
And so for the ten cutles the
movie offers for your enjoyment
. . .forget It. Most are suffering from age and paunch. But
they are typical
of burlesque
houses, so maybe that's a bit
unfair.

About the only portion of the
movie even worth considering Is
the technical portion. Great Kudos
to the mechanics. Stroboscoptlc
editing, special effects, the use
of both black-and white and color
film, plus the addition and distortion of old-time clips, all make
the movie technically advanced and
worth the viewing. . .If you Ignore
the plot and the dialogue.
"The Night They Raided Mlnsky's" Is playing until thisWednesday.
It Is advertised "for
mature audiences" and parental
discretion Is advised. You might
enjoy It.

Arts calendar
"OEDIPUS REX"
The U.A.O. Fine Film based on
Sophocles' 2,400 year old drama
will be shown In the Education
Building Auditorium at 7 and 9
p.m., Friday and Saturday nights
and 3 and 7 p.m. Sunday.

"BEAUTY AND THE BEAST
DANCE"
The Alpha Phi Omega charity
function will feature the Primary
Colors. The dance will be held
Friday at 8 p.m. In the Grand
Ballroom. Admission is 75f cents,
single , OR $1.25 per couple.
"U.A.O. ALL CAMPUS DANCE"
25 cents admission will be
charged to the dance In the Carnation Room featuring the Mark V
Quintet at 8 p.m. Friday and Saturday nights.
"STRING QUARTET"
Concert featuring works by Hay-

den, Brahms, and Mobile IV, a
composition written by Donald Wilson. The concert will be at 8:15
p.m. Sunday In the Recital Hall of
the Music Building.
"MUSIC PERFORMANCE"
Performance of music majors
and minors. It Is open to the
public and will be held at 2 p.m.
Thursday, March 6 In the Recital
Hall of the Music Building.
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hibit in the University's Art Gallery.
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Simple aid elegant in design

glass now on display
An exhibition of 140 years of Danish glass is on
display In the Bowling Green State University Art
Gallery now through Sunday, March 23.
More than 200 pieces from the Museum of the
Kastrup-Holmegard Glassworks near Copenhagen
comprise the display which Is on tour throughout the United States and Canada.
The exhibition, containing pieces dating from 1830
to the present, Is sponsored by the Royal Danish
Embassy and Is being circulated by the Smithsonian
Institution Traveling Exhibition Service.
While art and beauty areobjectlves in making glassware, Danish glassmakers have emphasized the design

of glassware In daily use. "It Is in the combination
of utility and beauty, simplicity and elegance, that
Danish design has always excelled and Danish glassware stands firmly In this tradition," writes Per
Lutken, chief designer at Kastrup-Holmegard, In the
catalogue accompanying the exhibition.
Included In the display are a schnapps bottle,
sugar bowls, water jugs, tumblers, decanters, mugs,
absinthe glasses and the unique art-glass pieces.
Many Items In the collection are free-blown In a
variety of colors.
Gallery hours are from 8 a.m. 5 p.m., MondayFriday, and from 2-5 p.m., Saturday and Sunday.
The exhibition Is free and open to the public.

Whirled of wax
By Lee Stephenson
Blood, Sweat and Tears,
Columbia,
$3.77-

Drag out the superlatives for this
one: Call It fantastic or sensational but the Blood, Sweat and
Tears have definitely happened onto
something.
The group combines rock, blues
and soul with an ever-present Jazz
Influence In their original style.
The nine musicians perform excellently and the resulting blend is
faultless.
The vocal work on the album Is
also good, merging with the instrumental In styles from the hardest
of rock to the delicate, almost
classical passages.
More and More." "God Bless

the Child," and "Spinning Wheel"
are particularly outstanding tracks
but the entire disc Is truly unique.
Combine this talent with the creativity of the album, arranged entirely by the group and it's not
hard to see why "Blood, Sweat and
Tears" is the number six album
In the nation after five weeks on
the charts.
»**
"Smokey Robinson and the
Miracles
Live,"
Smokey
Robinson and the Miracles,
Tamala, $3.77—

Poor recording, an uninspired
performance and a dull audience
spell disaster for this latest effort by Smokey Robinson.
There's no denying Smokey's talent and It comes across to a certain extent but this Just Isn't enough
to save It. The backup singing
and orchestration are just plain
sloppy.
Another basic problem Is that
much of the material Is medium
or slow tempo which Just Is not
the approach for a "live" album.
The good tracks include "Walk
On By," "If You Can Want," and
"Up, Up and Away." An unfortunate undertaking Is the group's
rendition of "Yesterday."
The majority of the tunes were
composed and arranged by Smokey
In the session which was recorded
at the Upper Deck of the Roostertall.
***
''Beggar's Banquet," the
Rolling
Stones,
London.
$3.77-

A "new" Rolling Stones appears
In the long-lost quintet's latest,
"Beggars Banquet."
The material and instrumental
quality of the album Is far superior
to any of the Stones' past efforts,
yet It still retains that Inescapable
Rolling Stones' style.

Photo by James Vanas

Superior cuts of the album Include, "Sympathy For the Devil,"
"No Expectations," "Street Fighting Man," "Stray Cat Blues" and
"Salt of the Earth."
The emphasis of the majority of
songs on the album follows the
theme in the beggar and scum
vein.

"Street Fighting Man" is an
interpretation of rioting In the
streets, "Stray Cat Blues" seems
to refer to the runaway teenagers
of the world with unveiled sexual
references and "Salt of the Earth"
probes the frenzied, lost, useless
and fear-filled world of the working classes.
The Instrumental effects add especially In the closing of "Stray
Cat Blues" as the band builds
mechanically and frantically to a
climax.
Overall, a superior effort by the
Stones which squelches any doubts
about their ability to keep the pace
In the fast-evolving recording
world.

***

"Cruising with Ruben and
the Jets," The Mothers of
Invention, Verve, $4.59-

"Thls Is an album of greasy
love songs and cretin simplicity."
And that quote from the liner notes
of "Cruising With Ruben and the
Jets" pretty well sums It up.
The record Is simply a collection of songs which digs the greasy
no-content songs of the 50's out of
the grave, both for edification and
mockery.
It's a strange combination at best
but there's really no better explanation. Again from the liner notes,
"We made It because we really
like this kind of music (just a
bunch of old men with rock and roll
clothes on sitting around the studio,
mumbling about the good old days)."
The treatment of the songs Is
really quite good from a quality
standpoint, yet there Is always that
element of disbelief in the seriousness of the venture.
A portion of the lyrics to "Later
That Night" Is one example that
zips any ideas that their single Intent Is the glorification of an era:
"Don't go baby, don't put me out
on the street. You threw my best
sharkskin suit out on the lawn,
right on top of some dog waste."
It's funny but so what. However,
If you would enjoy an amusing reflection on days past, here It is.
All of the albums listed are on
sale In the University Bookstore on
the first floor of the Student Services Building.
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BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY EVENTS AND INFORMATION FOR FACULTY, STAFF, STUDENTS

Calendar
MONDAY, MARCH 3
k p.m.

Panhellenic Council meeting
Alumni Room, Union.

U:15 p.m.

Intramural Wrestling
Memorial Hall.

6:15 p.m.

Conklin-Batchelder Program Series —
"Man and Woman: A Study in Sexuality"
The first in a series of four programs,
entitled "A Physical Expression: Intercourse",
will include a film and speakers from the
medical profession. Open to the public.
Batchelder Second Floor Lounge.

6:30
- 10:30 p.m.

Intramural Basketball
Memorial Hall and Men's Gym.

7 p.m.

Coed Bowling
Buckeye Room, Union.

7-9 p.m.

Student Chapter of M.E.N.C. meeting
(Music Educators National Conference)
Room 102, Music Hall.

7:30 p.m.

Omega Phi Alpha Service Sorority
Rush Information Night for Women interested
in becoming pledges.
Pink Dogwood Room, Union.

9 p.m.

Inter-Fraternity Council Meeting
Alumni Room, Union.

9:^5 p.m.
- 12:30 p.m.

Intramural Hockey
Ice Arena.

TUESDAY, MARCH U
3 p.m.

Faculty Senate Meeting
Open to the University community.
Room 112, Life Science Building.

3 - 5 p.m.

Counseling and conversation
With the Rev. Loyal G. Bishop of St. Mark's Lutheran Church.
Prout Chapel Anteroom.

3:30
- 5 p.m.

U p.m.

U p.m.
- 6 p.m.
1+:15 p.m.

6:15
- 6:U5 p.m.

6:30 p.m.

6:30
- 10:30 p.m.

Episcopal Church Coffee Hour
Coffee and conversation. Open to the public.
Wayne Room, Union.
A.W.S. Legislative Board
Taft Room, Union.

Publications Committee Meeting
Capital Room, Union.
Intramural Wrestling
Memorial Hall.
United Christian Fellowship Worship
Prout Chapel.
Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia Fraternity
102 Music Hall.

Intramural Basketball
Memorial Hall and Men's Gym.

7 p.m.

Fraternity Bowling
Buckeye Room, Union.

7 p.m.

Fraternity Handball
Stadium Courts.

7 p.m.

Intramural Curling
Ice Arena.

7 p.m.

Beta Alpha Psi
(see section on Lectures & Seminars)

7 - 9 p.m.

University Karate Club
Auditorium, Newman Center.

8:15 p.m.

Student recital
John Hill on the trumpet.
Recital Auditorium, Music Hall.

9.#1+5 p.m.
- 12:30 a.m.

Intramural Hockey
Ice Arena.
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WEDNESDAY, MARCH 5
1

+:15 p.m.

Intramural Wrestling
Memorial Hall.

6 p.m.

Kappa Delta Pi Banquet
New members of the education honorary will be initiated.
Dogwood Suite, Union.

6:15 p.m.

Conklin-Batchelder Program Series
"The Culmination: Birth" — the third in a series of four
programs, to include a film and a speaker. Open to the public.
Student Forum, Student Service Bldg.

6:30 - 7 p.m.

Gamma Delta Lenten Vespers
Services lead by the Rev. Paul Tuchardt.
Prout Chapel.

6:30
- 10:30 p.m.

Open to public.

Intramural Basketball
Memorial Hall and Men's Gym.

7 p.m.

U.A.O. Bridge Lessons
Harrison-Wayne Rooms, Union.

7 p.m.

Angel Flight and Arnold Air Society
Joint Meeting
River Room, Union

7 p.m.

Fraternity Handball
Stadium Courts.

8 p.m.

University Folk Club weekly meeting
Guitars, banjos, zithers and bodies are welcome.
Alumni Room, Union.

8:15 p.m.

Faculty recital
Eleanor Lipkin, piano and Robert Sanov, violin.
Recital Auditorium, Music Hall.

THURSDAY, MARCH 6

1— 5 p.m.

Sailing Club Open House
Three sail boats will be on display as an information
table concerning the University Sailing Club.
Rotunda, Student Service Building.

3-5 p.m.

L.S.A. Coffee Hour
Coffee and conversation.
River Room, Union.
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Open to the public

4 p.m.

Psl Chi Psychology Honorary meeting
Dues will be collected and a new secretary will be elected.
Room 409, South Hall.

4:15 p, m.

Intramural Wrestling
Memorial Hall.

6:15 p.m.

Conklin-Batchelder Program Series
"The Morning After the Night Before: Sex and the Conscience"
-- last in a series of four programs; a discussion led by a
panel of theologians and laymen. Open to the public.
Batchelder Second Floor Lounge.

6:30 p.m.

Home Economics Club
Regular monthly meeting.
Curling Lounge, Ice Arena.

6:30 - 10:30 p.m.Intramural Basketball
Memorial Hall and Men's Gym.
7 p.m.

A.W.S. Style Show — "Fling for Spring Fashion"
Everything from school clothes to dress-up and formal wear
will be shown, with costumes from the Clothes Rack. Free
admission and open to the public.
Grand Ballroom, Union.

7-9 p.m.

University Karate Club
Auditorium, Newman Center.

7 p.m.

Fraternity Bowling
Buckeye Room, Union.

7 p.m.

Fraternity Handball
Stadium Courts.

7 p.m.

Intramural Curling
Ice Arena.

7:30 p.m.

Industrial Education Association
A film entitled "To Be Forged" will be shown prior to the
business meeting.
Industrial Arts Bldg.

8 p.m.

"The Love of Four Colonels"
A play by Peter Ustinov, starring Bob Arnold, Maureen
Brigham, Jim Erbe, Rick Hengel, James Lamiell, and Sam
Wengert. Admission is $1 for adults, 25c for high school
students and 10c for BGSU students.
Main Auditorium, University Hall.

All day

MAC Swimming Championships
Kent State University.
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FRIDAY, MARCH 7

9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

Sailing Club Open House
(see above)
Rotunda, Student Service Bldg,

3:30 p.m.

One-Act Plays
A bill of one-acts directed by the Advanced Directing Class
Open to the public. Free admission
Joe E. Brown Theatre, University Hall.

6 p.m.

Bowling Green University Hockey Invitational
Ohio University vs. University of Detroit.
Ice Arena.

7-7:30 p.m.

Jewish Student Congregation Worship
Richard Firestone leading the service.
Prout Chapel.

Open to the public,

7:30 p.m.

District High School Basketball Tournament
Anderson Arena.

8 p.m.

"The Love of Four Colonels"
(see above)
Main Auditorium, University Hall.

8:15 p.m.

Student Recital
Luther Oberhaus, voice
Recital Auditorium, Music Hall.

8:30 p.m.

Bowling Green University Hockey Invitational
Bowling Green vs. Western Michigan (second game)
Ice Arena.

9:30 p.m. 12:30 a.m.

The Crypt Coffee House
Discussion and Program night,
U.C.F. Bldg.

All day

MAC Swimming Championships
Kent State University.

All day

Wrestling 4-1 Tournament
Oxford.

All day

Track meet
Ohio State University.
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Open to the public.

SATURDAY, MARCH 8

9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

Sailing Club Open House
(see above)
Rotunda, Student Service Bldg.

1 p.m.

Bowling Green University Hockey Invitational
Consolation Match.
Ice Arena.

3:30 p.m.

Bowling Green University Hockey Invitational
Finals
Ice Arena.

7:30 p.m.

District High School Tournament
Anderson Arena.

8 p .m.

"The Love of Four Colonels"
(see above)
Main Auditorium, University Hall.

8:15 p.m.

Student Recital

Karla McMaken, violin.
Recital Auditorium, Music Hall.
9 p.m. Midnight

McDonald West - Rodgers Party
Ice skating, curling and folk-singing.
Ice Arena.

9:30 p.m. 1 a.m.

The Crypt Coffee House
"Sound Off Night" for local talent.
U.C.F. Bldg.

All day

MAC Swimming Championships
Kent State.

All day

Wrestling 4-1 Tournament
Oxford.

All day

Track meet
Ohio State University.

Open to the public,

SUNDAY, MARCH 9

10:30 a.m. Noon

Gamma Delta Worship
The Rev. Paul Tuchardt leading the service. Open to the public.
Prout Chapel.
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Noon - 5 p.m.

Sailing Club Open House
(see above)
Rotunda, Student Service Bldg.

2 p.m.

Student Recital
Diane Swisher, flute.
Recital Auditorium, Music Hall.

2-4 p.m.

Geography Department Tea
Get-acqualnted session for geography faculty and students
Alumni Room, Union.

7 p.m.

Student for a Democratic Society meeting
Open to the public.
Wayne Room, Union.

8:15 p.m.

Bowling Green Brass Quintet Recital
Selections include "Concerto for Organ and Brass" by
Norman Lockwood, featuring Vernon Wolcott, professor for
the organ. Open to the public.
Recital Auditorium, Music Hall.
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LECTURES AND SEMINARS

ACCOUNTING
Tuesday, March 4

7 p.m.

"Accounting Research at the American Institute
of Certified Public Accountants"
A lecture by Reed K. Storey, Ph.D., director of
the research division of the American Institute
of Certified Public Accountants and author of a
monograph entitled "Search for Accounting Principles." Open to the public.
Dogwood Suite, Union.

BIOLOGY
Tuesday, March 4

4 p.m.

"Breeding Behavior"
Lecture by Dr. Walter Taylor, Fort Detrick, Md.
Open to the public.
112 Life Science Bldg.

Thursday, March 6

4 p.m.

CHEMISTRY
Wednesday, March 5

ECONOMICS
Thursday, March 6

GEOGRAPHY
Monday, March 3

4 p.m.

3:30 p.m.

7 p.m.

JOURNALISM
Tuesday, March 4 2 p.m.
and 3 p.m.

"Biosynthesis of Deoxy-ammino Sugars"
Lecture by Dr. Kenneth Klatt of the National
Institute of Health, Bethesda, Md. Open to the
public.
112 Life Science Bldg,

"Hypocholesterolemic Agents, In Vivo, In Vitro
Structure-Action Relationships"
Lecture by Dr. Donald T. Witiak, assoc. professor
of medicinal chemistry, College of Pharmacy, Ohio
State University.
Room 140, Overman Hall.

"Economic Effects of Technological Change"
The fourth in the Economics Colloquium Series,
this is a lecture by Professor Bela Gold, Timkin
Professor of Industrial Economics and chairman of
the economics department at Case Western University
Open to the public.
Room 203, Hayes Hall.

"Pageant of India"
Sponsored by the Geography Department and U.A.O.,
this film-lecture by Dr. Gerald Hooper, director
of the Travel Film Division of World Color Film
Studios, is free and open to the public.
Grand Ballroom, Union.

"Public Relations at Daytona"
J.R. McGeorge, Public Relations Director for
Champion Spark Plug, Toledo, discusses his
company's public relations techniques in relation to racing. Open to the public.
Taft Room, Union.
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LECTURES AND SEMINARS, CONT.
PSYCHOLOGY
Thursday, March 6

p.m.

"Moral Development: A Multidimensional Approach"
Lecture by Dr. Robert Hogan, Johns-Hopkins
University, Baltimore, Md. His talk will concern
the development of moral behavior in the child and
will include the results of his own research in
the development of a moral sense. Open to the public,
Pink Dogwood Room, Union,

ANNOUNCEMENTS

DEFENSE LOANS. Students will be interviewed, in group sessions, for National
Defense Loans on March 12 and 13. Report to the Student Financial Aid Office,
305 Student Service Bldg., to sign up on a time schedule. Repayment terms will
be discussed for borrowers graduating or terminating their studies at Bowling
Green as of the end of the second quarter.
GLASS EXHIBIT. An exhibition of 140 years of Danish glass is on display in
the Art Gallery now through Sunday, March 23. More than 200 pieces from the
Museum of the Kastrup-Holmegard Glassworks near Copenhagen comprise the display
which is on tour throughout the United States and Canada, Gallery hours are
from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday through Friday and from 2 to 5 p.m. Saturday and
Sunday. The exhibition is free and open to the public.
ART EXHIBITION. Twenty-five water colors painted by John N. Richards and
papier mache objects made by his wife, Norma, are on display in a joint exhibition in the Promenade Lounge of the BGSU Union now through Sunday, March 9.
GREEN SHEET. To submit your meeting notices and announcements for publication
in the Green Sheet, contact Mrs. Marilyn Braatz, c/o the University News Service,
Ad. Bldg. Information is preferred in writing, or call Ext, 2635 between 1 and
3 p.m. Copy must be in by noon on the Tuesday before the Monday distribution da"-,
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TELEPHONE DIRECTORY SUPPLEMENT

MILITARY SCIENCE DEPARTMENT
Memorial Hall 151, Ext. 3091
Barrell, Donald H., Maj.
Bartel, Regis A., Sp/U
Dierickx, James E., Maj.
Goode, Floyd G., MSG
Grace, William V.N., Col.
Jack, William T., SpA
Jewell, William R., SSG
Jones, Charles E., SSG
Montenegro, Walter G. , SSM
Sarakaitis, Joseph F., CPT
Terrana, Vincent, Maj.

Asst. Prof., Military Sci.
Asst. Ad. NCO
Asst. Prof., Military Sci.
Prin. Drill Instructor
Prof., Military Sci.
Asst. Admin. NCO
Supply Sg.
Admin. NCO
Sr. Enlisted Inst.
Asst. Prof., Military Sci.
Asst. Prof., Military Sci.

Mem. 151
Mem. 151
Mem. 157
Mem. 153
Mem. 151A
Mem. 151
Mem. 155
Mem. 151
Mem. 151
Mem. 156
Mem. 15»»

3091
3091
3091
3091
3091
3091
3091
3091
3091
3091
3091

Mem.
Mem.
Mem.
Mem.
Mem.
Mem.
Mem.
Mem.

2556
2556
2556
2556
2556
2556
2556
2556

AEROSPACE STUDIES DEPARTMENT
Memorial Hall l6U, Ext. 2556, 306l, 3062
Allen, James J., TSgt.
Frantz, Richard L., Ssgt.
Garuti, Mario A., Col.
Gerhart, Leonard F., Ssgt.
Hoffman, Wesley K., Lt. Col.
Louisiana, Thomas A., Ssgt.
Nelson, Jimmie H., Maj.
Rubenson, Jr., George C, Cpt.

Admin. Asst., AFR0TC
Admin. Asst., AFR0TC
Aero. Studies Dept. Chrmn.
Admin. Asst., AFR0TC
Assoc. Prof., AFR0TC
Admin. Asst., AFROTC
Asst. Prof., AFROTC
Asst. Prof., AFROTC
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161.
l6li
16UB
16J4
16UA

16H
159
160

CHANNEL 70 PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Monday, March 3
7:30 p.m.
8:30 p.m.
9 P»n>.
10 p.m.

Ohio Press Conference « will include members of the Ohio
legislature as guests.
Biography -- the life and aeronautical accomplishments of
John Glenn.
Diary of a Student Revolution -- the issue of industrial
recruitment on campus at the University of Connecticut.
Falcon Flashback -- season wrap-up of Falcon Basketball.

Tuesday, March 4
8:30 p.m.
Cineposium -- "Last Year at Malibu", a fascinating look
at the various techniques in the film-making world.
9 p.m.
NET Festival: The Film Generation on War — a candid exploration of the outstanding contemporary film creators.
Wednesday, March 5
8:30 p.m.
Book Beat — "The Arms of KRIJPP" is reviewed by its author.
9 p.m.
News in Perspective — review of the latest news happenings
around the world.
Thursday, March 6
8 p.m.
NET Playhouse: Talking to a Stranger — another in the continuing series on a family, each relating a memorable
incident in their lives — each from a different point of
view.
9:30 p.m.
Washington Week in Review -- the latest happenings and
political activities in Washington D.C.
Friday, March 7
8 p.m.
9 p.m.

NET Journal: The Sixth Paul — a documentary study of this
Roman Catholic Papal Authority.
NET Festival: Film & Visual Arts -- another in the Film
Generation Series.

Saturday, March 8
3 p.m.
Hockey — the BGSU Invitational Hockey Tournament.
Sunday, March 9
8 p.m.

P.B.L. -- Public Broadcast Laboratory continues its frank
appraisal of contemporary issues.
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PLACEMENT INTERVIEW SCHEDULE
BUSINESS LISTINGS:
Monday, March 3 — County of Franklin, Welfare Department; Aetna Life and
Casualty; Defense Contract Audit Agency; Peat, Marwick & Mitchell; Owens-Illinois.
Tuesday, March h — Arthur Anderson & Company; Joseph Home Company; Union
Carbide Corp.; Veterans Administration Hospital; John Hancock Mutual Life Ins. Co.
(Boston Office); H. & S. Pogue Co.; John Hancock Mutual Life Ins. Co. (Detroit).
Wednesday, March 5 — Cooper Tire & Rubber Company; Abex Corporation; National
City Bank of Cleveland; Ortho Pharmaceutical Corp.
Thursday, March 6 — The Huntington National Bank; Chrysler Corp.; Texaco, Inc.
Consumers Power Company; The Regional Administrator of National Banks-U.S. Treasury
Department; Ohio Coop. Extension Service-O.S.U.
Friday, March 7 — F.W. Woolworth Co.; Wells Fargo Bank; Pure Oil-Division of
Union Oil of California; State of Ohio, Dept. of Highways; Stouffer Foods Corp.
SCHOOL LISTINGS:

Monday, March 3 — Mount Vernon City Schools, Ohio; South Haven Public Schools,
Mich; Brunswick City Schools, Ohio; School Dist. City of Benton Harbor; Washington
Township Schools, Ohio; Coming-Painted Post Area School, Dist., New York; Holly Area
Schools, Mich; Alpena Public Schools, Mich. (Evening Also); Rocky River Schools,
Ohio (Evening Also); Albion Public Schools, Mich. (Evening Also); Tekonsha Public
Schools, Mich. (Evening Also).
Tuesday, March k — L'Anse Creuse Public Schools, Mich.; Huron Valley Schools,
Mich. (Evening Only); West Carrollton City School Dist., Ohio (Evening Also); Lynbrook
Public Schools, Dist. #20, New York (Evening Also); Heintzen Public School, Dist.,
Mich. (Evening Also); Oxnard Elementary Schools, Calif.; North Olmsted City Schools,
Ohio (Evening Only); Marion Community Schools, Indiana; Defiance City Board of
Educ, Ohio (Evening Also); Algonac Community Schools, Mich; Rocky River Schools, Ohio.
Wednesday, March 5 — Huron Valley Schools, Mich; Lynbrook Public Schools, Dist.
#20, New York; North Olmsted City Schools, Ohio; Airport Community Schools, Mich.;
Clarenceville School Dist., Mich.; Warren Woods Public Schools, Mich.; Canton
Public Schools, Ohio (Evening Also); Fort Wayne Community Schools, Ind.; Saginaw
Public Schools, Michigan; Monroe Community Schools, Mich.; Oregon City Schools,
Ohio; Dearborn Dist. #8, Schools, Mich.
Thursday, March 6 — Youngstown City Schools, Ohio; Chagrin Falls Ex. Village
Schoolsj Greenwich Public Schools, Conn. (Evening Also); North Ridgeville Schools, Ohio.
(Evening Also); Bedford City Schools, Ohio (Evening Only); Bd. of Educ. of Harford
County, Md. (Evening Also); Pomona Unified School Dist., Calif. (Evening Also);
Vandalia-Butler City Schools, Ohio; Euclid Public Schools, Ohio (Evening Also);
Carman School District, Mich. (Evening Also); Ohio Cooperative Extension Service;
Findlay City Schools, Ohio; Springfield City Board of Ed., Ohio (Evening Only);
Forest Hills Schools, Ohio (Evening Only).
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SCHOOL LISTINGS (Con't)

Friday, March 7 — Greenwich Public Schools, Conn.; North Ridgeville Schools,
Ohio; Bedford City Schools, Ohio; Euclid Public Schools, Ohio; Springfield City
Bd. of Ed., Ohio; Forest Hills Schools, Ohio; Fairfax County Public Schools, Va.;
Lake County Schools, Ohio; The Cherry Hill School Dist., Mich.; Mercer County
Schools, Ohio; San Juan Unified SchoolDist., Calif.
Saturday, March 10 — San Juan Unified School Dist., Calif.
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